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AGENDA 

1. Territorial Acknowledgement and Call to Order  .................................................. David Burns 4:15 

2. Approval of Agenda 

3. Approval of Minutes, February 10, 2021 

4. Chair's Report 

5. Consent Agenda  ................................................................................................. David Burns 4:20 

6. Program Changes 

6.1. Health Care Assistant Program ................................................................. Sharon Leitch 4:45 

6.2. Graduate Nurse Internationally Educated .............................................. Harmeet Olson 5:00 

6.3. Post-Baccalaureate Diploma in Technical Apparel Design .......................... Emily Heaps 5:15 

6.4. Bachelor of Arts, Major in Policy Studies ........................................................ Ellen Pond 5:30 

6.5. Minor in Policy Studies ................................................................................... Ellen Pond 5:45 

7. Items for Discussion 

7.1. Proposed Curriculum Orientation Project Update .......................... Leeann Waddington 6:00 

7.2. AC10 Development and Change of Senate-Approved Programs ..................... David Burns 6:15 

8. Items for Information 

8.1. Animal Care Policy Update ........................................................................... David Burns 6:30 

 

9. Adjournment 
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Voting Members 
Quorum 7 members 
Jen Adams 
Nick Bransford 
Gregory Harris 
Nadia Henwood 
Anton Kietaibl 
 

Parthiphan Krishnan  
Ron Murray 
Diane Purvey 
Sherilyn Sweeney 
Elizabeth Worobec 

 

Non-voting 

David Burns - Chair 
Zena Mitchell 
David Florkowski  
Rajiv Jhangiani 
Leeann Waddington  

Regrets  Senate Office Guests  

Alan Davis 
Lindsay Norris 
Melissa Krahn 
Harman Singh 
 

Meredith Laird Carley Hodgkinson 
Andhra Goundrey 
Laura McDonald 
Tanya Boboricken 
Sandy Vanderburgh 

 
1. Call to Order 

The Chair opened the meeting with a Territorial Acknowledgement and called the meeting to 
order at 4:15 p.m. 

2. Approval of Agenda 

Diane Purvey moved the agenda be confirmed as presented. 

The motion carried. 

3. Approval of Minutes, January 13, 2021 

Amendment: note that the committee requested a change to the Bachelor of Arts Framework to 
note that the Bachelor of Arts Major in General Studies is exempt from the Framework. 

Sherilyn Sweeney moved the minutes be accepted as amended. 

The motion carried. 
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4. Chair’s Report 

David Burns informed the committee that the Traditional Chinese Medicine program revisions 
related to immunizations and record checks which came to this committee in September, 2020 
have been withdrawn following the department’s request for an opinion from Institutional Risk. 

The review of Writing-Intensive Course Criteria by this committee is postponed until the 
conclusion of labour negotiations.  Proponents are encouraged to submit course and program 
revisions as usual. 

5. Consent Agenda 

Parthi Krishnan moved THAT that the wording for the prerequisites of JRNL 4270 be changed to 
read: All of (a) JRNL 2120, and (b) 9 credits from courses in JRNL at the 2000 level or higher, 
including 3 credits from courses in JRNL at the 3000 level or higher. 

The motion carried. 

 

Nick Bransford moved that the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum recommend that 
Senate approve the list of new, revised, and discontinued courses as amended. 

The motion carried. 

6. Program Changes 

6.1. Bachelor of Design in Graphic Design for Marketing 

Carley Hodgkinson described the proposed program revisions and answered questions of the 
committee. She highlighted that the revisions included a QUAN course request and the program 
was prepared to wait for the approval of WI criteria to submit a course for WI status. 

Elizabeth Worobec moved that the following changes be made on the Program Revision (D7) 
form prior to submission to Senate: 

 GDMA 3110 and 3220 will have UI and UX written in full in the calendar description. 

 Reference to Liberal Education will be replaced with Electives. 

 Update proposed title changes on page 19 (one of the courses implies the number changed when it did not) 

 Add in missing language at the end and beginning of the calendar language.  

 Revise the left hand column to include the new text present in the right column. 

 The new rubrics have been approved by the Registar’s office and should say when in the course outlines. 

 The field “has the revised program been approved by Senate” should be updated. 
 4222 should offer “permission of instructor” as the alternative to the GDMA preq.s (without the general credit 

requirement) 

 Given the proponent’s intent, ARTH should be one of the codes not eligible for use as an elective. 

The motion carried. 

Diane Purvey moved THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum recommend that 
Senate approve the changes to the Bachelor of Design in Graphic Design for Marketing, effective 
September 1, 2021 as amended.  

The motion carried. 

6.2. Certificate in Millwright/Industrial Mechanic 
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Laura McDonald and Tanya Boboricken described the proposed program revisions and 
answered questions of the committee. 

 

Ron Murray moved THAT the following changes be made to the program revision:   

 the GPA requirement should read “2.67 for all required courses” 

 Corrections to the cover sheet, refer to replacing the course and not changing the content of the class. 

 Do we mean “advanced” or “advance” planning in the accommodations language? 
 The final sentence of the accommodation section should be struck. 

 

The motion carried. 

 

Gregory Harris moved THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum recommend that 
Senate approve the program changes to the Certificate in Millwright/Industrial Mechanic, 
effective September 1, 2021 as amended.  

The motion carried. 

7. Items for Discussion 

7.1. Definitions for Core Teaching and Learning Concepts 

David Burns informed the committee that Arts Faculty Council and the Wilson School of Design 
had requested that Senate provide definitions of a number of teaching and learning terms. A 
motion was passed at Arts Faculty Council to refer this to Senate through SSCC.   

The committee discussed how to best manage these conversations, the necessity of broad 
consultation throughout the University in defining these terms, and the possibility of including 
groups other than faculty members in the creation of these definitions. The committee 
discussed that definitions can be linked to systems for communicating to students, such as the 
creation of course attributes that would be searchable, and that a list of definitions should be 
broad enough that faculty are not required to try to fit their course offerings into a small 
number of categories. 

7.2. AC 15 Micro-Credentials 

Sandy Vanderburgh provided the committee with background to the development of the 
current draft Policy and Procedure. He shared that he felt the draft was sensitive to the 
University Act and contained safeguards such as dispute mechanisms and thorough, if 
accelerated, quality assurance mechanisms.  

Rajiv Jhangiani highlighted the difference between completion-based and competency-based 
badges and described the creation of a subcommittee of SSCC that would be created to review 
submissions. 

The committee discussed how questions, feedback, and suggestions on the draft policy and 
procedure would be captured and recorded, the desire for transparency and also future 
reference, as well as the need for clarification of the definitions of the types of badges, the utility 
of a diagrams or other visual aids, and the concern about the ability to provide thorough 
reviews within the suggested 5-day turnaround.  The committee also discussed the requirement 
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for the subcommittee chair to serve as a gate-keeper between academic and non-academic 
offerings and the volume of work that would be required by the completion of annual reviews.  

Rajiv Jhangiani answered questions of the committee related to how crediting of these offerings 
was currently conceptualized, and how these might be stackable, how they might relate to 
current credentials, the requirement for registration in programs, and where these would be 
housed, who would manage and who would have access to the database of these offerings. 

Sandy Vanderburgh raised a point of order that discussion of faculty workload was outside the 
mandate of this committee and were therefore out of order.   

The chair ruled that the point of order was well taken. 

The Chair provided information to the committee about making and appealing Points of Order 
and how these are processed within Robert’s Rules of Order. 

 

8. Adjournment 

The meeting adjourned at 6:45 p.m. 
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Agenda Item Course Submissions 

  

Action Requested Motion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum recommend that 
Senate approve the attached list of new, revised, and discontinued 
courses. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

  

Attachments 2021 03 10 Course Submissions 

  

Submitted by David Burns, Chair, Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 

Date submitted February 26,  2021 
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Department
Course 
Subject 
Code 

Course 
Number Course Title Implementation Date 

(Enter as text) Category

Associated 
with a New or 

Changed 
Program?

If Yes, which 
program? Which fields are changed? Notes

History HIST 1110 Kanata: Indigenous Histories in Canada 1/Sep/2021 New No New Course 
History HIST 2301 The Ancient World 1/Sep/2021 Revised No Course Format 
History HIST 2306Pandemics & Disease in History: Soul Loss, Miasma, and Wayward Q1/Sep/2021 New No New Course 
Fine Arts FINA 1131 Sculpture I 1/Sep/2021 Revised No Course Format 
Fine Arts FINA 1175 Form, Structure and Materials 1/Sep/2021 Revised No Course Format 
Fine Arts FINA 1231 Sculpture II 1/Sep/2021 Revised No Course Format 
Fine Arts FINA 2331 Sculpture III 1/Sep/2021 Revised No Course Format 
Fine Arts FINA 2431 Sculpture IV 1/Sep/2021 Revised No Course Format 

Fine Arts FINA 3131 Wall Works 1/Sep/2021 Revised No

Course Format
Prerequisites/Corequisites
Before- (FINA 1175) and (Any 3 credits 
of FINA 2300, 2310, 2330, 2331, 2335, 
2342, 2370 or
2400) and (FINA 1120 or 1121 or 2147 
or ARTH 1120 or 1121) and ENGL 1100
After- All of (a) ENGL 1100, FINA 1167, 
1175, 1100, 1131, ARTH 1120, ARTH 
1121, (b) 6 credits from courses in FINA 
at the 2000 level

Fine Arts FINA 3133 Forming Stories 1/Sep/2021 Revised No

Course Format
Prerequisites/Corequisites
Before- (FINA 1175 ) and (Any 3 credits 
of FINA 2300, 2310, 2330, 2331, 2335, 
2342, 2370 or
2400) and (FINA 1120 or 1121 or 2147 
or ARTH 1120 or 1121) and ENGL 1100
After- All of (a) ENGL 1100, FINA 1167, 
1175, 1100, 1131, ARTH 1120, ARTH 
1121, (b) 6 credits from courses in FINA 
at the 2000 level

Criminology CRIM 3120 Organized Crime 1/Sep/2021 Revised No Course Format 
Criminology CRIM 4245 Indigenous Activism 1/Sep/2021 Revised No Course Format 
Indigenous Studies INDG 4245 Indigenous Activism 1/Sep/2021 Revised No Course Format 

Psychology PSYC 3920 Aging 1/Sep/2021 Revised No

Course Format
Prerequisites/Corequisites
Before-60 credits of 1100-level or 
higher courses including PSYC 1200 or 
(PSYC 1100 and PSYN 1200) PSYC 
2322 highly recommended
After-Either (a) PSYC1200 and 60 
credits from courses at the 1100-level or 
higher or (b) PSYC 1100 and PSYN 
2110.
PSYC 2322 highly recommended.

Music MUSI 1130 Music Technology I 1/Sep/2021 Revised No

Course Format
Prerequisites/Corequisites
Before-MUSI 1120
After- Removed 

Music MUSI 3500 Special Topics 1/Sep/2021 Revised No

Course Format
Prerequisites/Corequisites
Before-MUSI 1150 or equivalent or 
permission of instructor and
ENGL 1100
After- 45 credits from courses at the 
1100 level or higher, including ENGL 
1100

https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9439&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5480&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/editifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9440&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FD
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5361&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5362&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5363&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5364&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5365&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5416&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5417&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7823&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7754&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7820&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=6044&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9248&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9257&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
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Department
Course 
Subject 
Code 

Course 
Number Course Title Implementation Date 

(eg. 1-Sept-2019) Category

Associated 
with a New or 

Changed 
Program?

If Yes, which 
program?

Which fields are 
changed? Notes

Mathematics MATH 3322 Vector Calculus (Calculus IV) 1-Sep-2021 Revised No course format

https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/_layouts/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b76183492-0DE7-48EF-969A-5825C7962DD6%7d&ID=9398&ContentTypeID=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2


Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum
Consent Agenda
March 10, 2021

School of Business

Department
Course 
Subject 
Code 

Course 
Number Course Title

Implementatio
n Date 

(Enter as text)
Category

Associated with a 
New or Changed 

Program?

If Yes, which 
program? Which fields are changed? Notes

Accounting ACCT 4111 Introduction to Organizational Fraud Sept 1, 2021 Course Revision no Approval by Senate: 
Course Format

Computer Business 
Systems CBSY 2205 Computer Business Systems Sept 1, 2021 Course Revision no

Approval by Senate: 
Prerequisites/Corequisites,
Required for Credential, 
Course format

Updated instruction types and delivery 
method to include online and blended. 
Updated the prerequisites to include 
admission to post-baccalaureate 
accounting.

https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/_layouts/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b76183492-0DE7-48EF-969A-5825C7962DD6%7d&ID=6167&ContentTypeID=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/_layouts/listform.aspx?PageType=4&ListId=%7b76183492-0DE7-48EF-969A-5825C7962DD6%7d&ID=6258&ContentTypeID=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
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Department
Course 
Subject 
Code 

Course 
Number Course Title

Implementation 
Date 

(eg. 1-Sept-
2019)

Category

Associated 
with a New 
or Changed 
Program?

If Yes, which program? Which fields are 
changed?

Graphic Design for Marketing GDMA 3140 Interactive Technologies and Society Sept 1, 2021 Revised Yes Bachelor of Design, GDMA prerequisites

https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9425&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%25
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Agenda Item Program Change:  Health Care Assistant Program 

Action Requested Motion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum recommend that 
Senate approve the proposed admission and curricular revisions to the 
Health Care Assistant Program, effective September 1, 2022. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

Context & 
Background 

The Health Care Assistant program has experienced a decline in applicants 
and registration. By aligning our English requirement with the BC registry as 
well as with other British Columbia post-secondary educational institutions 
that offer the certificate it is hoped that KPU can reach a broader pool of 
qualified applicants which in turn would increase registration into the 
program. 
The amendments to the continuance and curricular requirements will 
provide clarity for students both in the program and those considering the 
program. The amendment to the curricular requirement will also ensure a 
minimum grade of C in all required courses for the purpose of graduation. 

  

Key Messages 

1. The Health Care Assistant program is seeking to revise the existing 
admission to English 10 with a minimum grade of C.   

2. HCAP is seeking to update the continuance and curricular requirements 
for the program  

  

Consultations 

1. Stephen Yezerinac             December 23, 2020 
2. Nadia Henwood                  January 15, 2021 
3. Dr. Sandy Vanderburgh   February 8, 2021 
4.  Dr. David Burns                 February 10, 2021 

           

Attachments D7 Health Care Assistant Program 

Submitted by Sharon Leitch 

Date submitted February 11, 2021 

 



Program Change Form 
v. 2020 January 29 

 

 
PROGRAM DETAILS 

Faculty: Faculty of Health 

Program Name: Certificate in Health Care Assistant 

Department: Health 

Effective date: September 1, 2022 

Dean/Associate Dean: Sharmen Lee/ Sharon Leitch 

Chair/Coordinator: Sharon Leitch 

Submission Date: February 11, 2021 

 
CONSULTATIONS 

Consultations Person Consulted Consultation Date 

Office of the Provost: Dr Sandy Vanderburgh February 8, 2021 

Vice Chair of Senate: Dr David Burns February 10, 2021 

Other(s)* (if applicable): Dr Stephen Yezerinac  
 

December 23, 2020 

 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR PROPOSAL REVIEW 

Review of Completed D-7 Form Review Submission Date 

Nadia Henwood January 15, 2021 

 
APPROVALS 

 Proposal Approval Date 

Faculty Curriculum Committee: January 15, 2021 

Faculty Council (if required): N/A 

SSC on Curriculum:  

SSC on University Budget (if required): N/A 

SSC on Academic Planning and Priorities (if required): N/A 

Senate:  

 
 

Proposed Change(s): The Health Care Assistant program (HCAP) is seeking to revise the 
existing admission requirement of reducing the successful completion of 
English 11 to English 10 with a minimum grade of C.  This is the minimum 
requirement of the BC Care Aid and Community Health Worker Registry. 
 
As well, the program is updating continuance and curricular 
requirements to ensure clarity regarding the minimum grade 
requirement for continuance and successful program completion. 
 

Rationale: The Health Care Assistant program has experienced a decline in applicants 
and registration. By aligning our English requirement with the BC Registry 
as well as with other British Columbia post-secondary educational 
institutions that offer the certificate, it is hoped that KPU can reach a 
broader pool of qualified applicants which in turn would increase 
registration into the program. 



 

 

 
The amendments to the continuance and curricular requirements will 
provide clarity for students both in the program and considering the 
program as well as ensure a minimum grade of C in all required courses 
for graduation. 

URL(s):  https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/health/health-care-assistant/health-care-
assistant-certificate/#requirementstexts  

 

Impact on Students: Check all that apply: 

☒ The changes alter the admission, declaration or continuance 
requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☒ The changes alter the curricular requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☐ The changes change the total number of required credits 
If yes, state the current number of total 
credits:________________________ 
and proposed number of total 
credits:_______________________________  

☐ The changes introduce new, revised or discontinued courses  
If yes, indicate the Faculty approval date and list the courses below. 

☐ The changes alter the credential awarded 
If yes, indicate the proposed credential: 
___________________________________________________________  

Transition Plan 
 

The proposed change will apply to students applying into the Health 
Care Assistant program for Fall 2022. It will not affect students currently 
enrolled in the program. 

 

https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/health/health-care-assistant/health-care-assistant-certificate/#requirementstexts
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/health/health-care-assistant/health-care-assistant-certificate/#requirementstexts


 

Current Requirements with Proposed Changes 
 

 

New Requirements 
 

Admission Requirements 

All applicants, domestic or international, must meet one of the 
following English standards for admission to the program: 

 Successful completion of English 101 with a C or equivalent 
111 or Communications 121, with a C or equivalent or 

 Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL): IBT 76 or 
higher, with no sub score less than 20 in Speaking and 
Listening and no sub score less than 18 in Reading and 
Writing, taken within the last two years; or 

 International English Language Testing System (IELTS): Overall 
band of 6.0 or higher, with a minimum of 6.0 in the Speaking 
and Listening band, and a minimum 5.5 in Reading and 
Writing band, taken within the last two years; or 

 Canadian Academic English Language Assessment (CAEL): 
Score of 60 or higher with no sub score less than 50, taken 
within the last two years 

Once students have received a conditional offer of admission and 
before final admission to the program is granted, students must 
submit the following: 

 Food Safe Level I 
 Standard First Aid Certificate 
 CPR Level C 
 An acceptable Criminal Record Check through the Ministry of 

Public Safety and Solicitor General's Criminal Records Review 
Program within 6 months prior to the start of the program. 

 Applicants who have lived outside of Canada as an adult are 
required to secure a Criminal Record Search with the 

Admission Requirements 

All applicants, domestic or international, must meet one of the 
following English standards for admission to the program: 

 Successful completion of English 101 with a C or equivalent, 
or  

 Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL): IBT 76 or 
higher, with no sub score less than 20 in Speaking and 
Listening and no sub score less than 18 in Reading and 
Writing, taken within the last two years; or 

 International English Language Testing System (IELTS): 
Overall band of 6.0 or higher, with a minimum of 6.0 in the 
Speaking and Listening band, and a minimum 5.5 in Reading 
and Writing band, taken within the last two years; or 

 Canadian Academic English Language Assessment (CAEL): 
Score of 60 or higher with no sub score less than 50, taken 
within the last two years 

Once students have received a conditional offer of admission and 
before final admission to the program is granted, students must 
submit the following: 

 Food Save Level 1 

 Standard First Aid Certificate 

 CPR Level C 

 An acceptable Criminal Record Check through the Ministry of 
Public Safety and Solicitor General's Criminal Records Review 
Program within 6 months prior to the start of the program. 

 Applicants who have lived outside of Canada as an adult are 
required to secure a Criminal Record Search with the 

Field Code Changed

file:///C:/Users/ss-ly/Downloads/1%20%20D-7.%20Program%20Change%20Form_HCAP%202020_December%202020.docx


 

 

Vulnerable Sector from their country of origin. Please contact 
the Office of Admissions for further direction on obtaining 
your criminal record check 

 Immunization Record Form reflecting required immunizations 
as per Practice Education Guidelines for BC. Note: Practice 
Education Guidelines (PEG) for BC outline immunizations for 
vaccine preventable communicable diseases required by 
students for participation in practice experiences. KPU Faculty 
of Health is required to comply with these requirements. 
Students that are unvaccinated may not be able to be 
accepted into the program. Students who are accepted into 
the program will also be required to maintain immunizations 
as per the PEG. 

Students in the program are required to demonstrate the ability to 
perform a variety of cognitive, emotional and psychomotor skills 
safely and knowledgeably. 

1 Note: As per the BC Care Aide & Community Health Worker Registry, 
for applicants educated in an English-speaking environment for 7 
nonconsecutive years of elementary or secondary school or 4 
consecutive years of secondary or post- secondary school. 

 

Vulnerable Sector from their country of origin. Please contact 
the Office of Admissions for further direction on obtaining 
your criminal record check 

 Immunization Record Form reflecting required 
immunizations as per Practice Education Guidelines for BC. 
Note: Practice Education Guidelines (PEG) for BC outline 
immunizations for vaccine preventable communicable 
diseases required by students for participation in practice 
experiences. KPU Faculty of Health is required to comply with 
these requirements. Students that are unvaccinated may not 
be able to be accepted into the program. Students who are 
accepted into the program will also be required to maintain 
immunizations as per the PEG. 

Students in the program are required to demonstrate the ability to 
perform a variety of cognitive, emotional and psychomotor skills 
safely and knowledgeably. 

1 Note: As per the BC Care Aide & Community Health Worker 
Registry, for applicants educated in an English-speaking 
environment for 7 nonconsecutive years of elementary or 
secondary school or 4 consecutive years of secondary or post- 
secondary school. 

 

 

 
Continuance Requirements 
 
Students must are required to obtain a minimum grade of C in all 
required courses. Non-adherence to these requirements will result in 
removal from the program. 

 

Continuance Requirements 
 
Students must obtain a minimum grade of C in all required courses. 
Non-adherence to these requirements will result in removal from the 
program. 



 

 

 

Curricular Requirements 

The Health Care Assistant Certificate program requires completion of 
33 credits with a minimum grade of C in all required courses. 
 

TERM 1 CREDITS 

HCAP 1100 Health 1: Interpersonal Communication 2 

HCAP 1110 

Healing 1A: Caring for Individuals Experiencing 

Common Health Challenges 
3 

HCAP 1121 Health 2: Lifestyle and Choices 1 

HCAP 1130 Healing 3A: Personal Care Skills 3 

HCAP 1136 Health and Healing: Concepts for Practice 3 

HCAP 1150 Clinical Practice: Complex Care 5 

  Credits 17 

TERM 2 

HCAP 1210 Healing 1B: Complex Health Challenges 3 

HCAP 1220 

Healing 2: Caring for Individuals with Cognitive or 

Mental Health Challenges 
4 

HCAP 1230 Healing 3B: Advanced Personal Care Skills 3 

HCAP 1236 Health Care Assistant: Introduction to Practice 1 

HCAP 1250 Health Care Assistant: Final Practicum 5 

  Credits 16 

  Total Credits 33 
 

 

Curricular Requirements 

The Health Care Assistant Certificate program requires completion of 
33 credits with a minimum grade of C in all required courses. 
 

TERM 1 CREDITS 

HCAP 1100 Health 1: Interpersonal Communication 2 

HCAP 1110 

Healing 1A: Caring for Individuals Experiencing 

Common Health Challenges 
3 

HCAP 1121 Health 2: Lifestyle and Choices 1 

HCAP 1130 Healing 3A: Personal Care Skills 3 

HCAP 1136 Health and Healing: Concepts for Practice 3 

HCAP 1150 Clinical Practice: Complex Care 5 

  Credits 17 

TERM 2 

HCAP 1210 Healing 1B: Complex Health Challenges 3 

HCAP 1220 

Healing 2: Caring for Individuals with Cognitive or 

Mental Health Challenges 
4 

HCAP 1230 Healing 3B: Advanced Personal Care Skills 3 

HCAP 1236 Health Care Assistant: Introduction to Practice 1 

HCAP 1250 Health Care Assistant: Final Practicum 5 

  Credits 16 

  Total Credits 33 
 

Credential Awarded 
 
Upon successful completion of this program, students are eligible to 
receive a Certificate in Health Care Assistant. 

Credential Awarded 
 
Upon successful completion of this program, students are eligible to 
receive a Certificate in Health Care Assistant. 
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List any new, revised or discontinued courses associated with this program change 

Course 
Subject 

Code 

Course 
Number 

Descriptive Title, 
hyperlinked to course outline 

New, 
Revised, or 

Discontinued 

    

    

    

 
  



SENATE  
Agenda Item: 6.2 

Meeting Date: March 10, 2021 
Presenter: Harmeet Olson 
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Agenda Item 
Program Change:   
Certificate in Graduate Nurse Internationally Educated, Re-Entry 

  

Action Requested Motion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum recommend that 
Senate approve the GPA and minimum letter grade revisions to the 
Graduate Nurse Internationally Educated Program, effective September 
1, 2021 and the revision to the international criminal record check 
effective September 1, 2022. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

Context & 
Background 

The Graduate Nurse Internationally Educated (GNIE) program is seeking to 
remove the international criminal record check (CRC) as an admission 
requirement. This request was presented to the Senate Standing 
Committee on Curriculum in the Fall of 2020 where questions and concerns 
were raised regarding the risk involved in removing this requirement. 
Further consultation has been completed and the request is being brought 
back to the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum. This proposal also 
includes revisions to the continuance and curricular requirements for the 
program. The cumulative grade point average (GPA) has been revised to a 
program GPA and a program GPA and minimum letter grade have been 
added to the curricular requirements.  

  

Key Messages 

1. Removing the international criminal record check for applicants who 
have lived in another country as an adult 

2. Revising cumulative grade point average (GPA) to program GPA under 
the continuance requirements 

3. Adding program GPA and minimum letter grade under the curricular 
requirements 

  

Consultations 

1. Organizational Risk Management 

2. Office of the Registrar 

3. Office of the Provost 
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4. Vice Chair of Senate 

  

Attachments 

1. D7 Certificate in Graduate Nurse Internationally Educated Re-Entry 
(GNIE) 

2. D6 Organizational Risk Management 

  

Submitted by Harmeet Olson 

Date submitted 22 February 2021 

 



Program Change Form 
v. 2020 January 29 

 

 
PROGRAM DETAILS 

Faculty: Faculty of Health 

Program Name: Certificate in Graduate Nurse, Internationally Educated Re-entry 

Department: Health 

Effective date: September 1, 2022 for admission requirement changes 
September 1, 2021 for curricular and continuance changes 
 

Dean/Associate Dean: Sharman Lee / Sharon Leitch 

Chair/Coordinator: Herraj Sandhu 

Submission Date: February 22, 2021 

 
CONSULTATIONS 

Consultations Person Consulted Consultation Date 

Office of the Provost: Dr. Sandy Vanderburgh Feb 9th, 2021 

Vice Chair of Senate: Dr. David Burns Jan 19th. 2021 

Other(s)* (if applicable): Nadia Henwood – Office of the Registrar 
Stephen Yezerinac – Office of the Registrar 
Arshi Bassi – Operational Risk Management                 
-See attached D6 

Dec 16th. 2020 
Dec 23rd. 2020 
Dec 16th. 2020 

 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR PROPOSAL REVIEW 

Review of Completed D-7 Form Review Submission Date 

Nadia Henwood Dec 16, 2020 

 
APPROVALS 

 Proposal Approval Date 

Faculty Curriculum Committee: February 17, 2021 

Faculty Council (if required): N/A 

SSC on Curriculum:  

SSC on University Budget (if required): N/A 

SSC on Academic Planning and Priorities (if required): N/A 

Senate:  

 

Proposed Change(s): To revise the continuance and curricular requirements for the program. 
The cumulative grade point average (GPA) has been revised to a 
program GPA and a program GPA and minimum letter grade have been 
added to the curricular requirements.  
To remove the international criminal record check (CRC) admission 
requirement for admission to the Graduate Nurse Internationally 
Educated (GNIE) program. 

Rationale: The continuance and curricular requirements are being updated to 
ensure they are clear to students within the program and to students 
who are applying into the program. Program GPA and minimum letter 
grade for each course is being added to the curricular requirements to 
ensure students graduate meeting these requirements.   



 

 

The GNIE program is requesting the removal of the international CRC for 
the following reasons; 

 This program is only open to Canadian citizens, permanent 
residents/landed immigrants.  A BC CRC through 
Solicitor General's Office will still be required.  

 The BC Practice Education Guidelines do not require an 
international criminal records search. 

 The BC College of Nurses and Midwives – BCCNM (the provincial 
regulatory body) requires a BC CRC for all nurses practicing in BC 
but not an international CRC. 

 GNIE would align CRC requirements with KPU’s BPN (Bachelor of 
Psychiatric Nursing) and BSN (Bachelor of Science in Nursing) 
programs which have removed the international CRC admission 
requirement from the university calendar. 

 Obtaining a CRC from a home country can be very challenging 
and time consuming as some applicants must return to their 
home country to obtain the report. This negatively impacts 
conversion efforts as this is a very high demand program. 

 A CRC’s from an applicant’s home country is not necessarily 
aligned with BC standards or easy to interpret.  The admissions 
department from KPU has concerns regarding the benefit of 
these searches, the conclusions of these searches and the means 
by which they are conducted (these have been verbal 
conversations) The admissions department is now asking for 
these to be put in writing. 

URL(s): https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/health/nursing/graduate-nurse-
internationally-educated-re-entry-certificate/#requirementstext  

 

Impact on Students: Check all that apply: 

☒ The changes alter the admission, declaration or continuance 
requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☒ The changes alter the curricular requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☐ The changes change the total number of required credits 
If yes, state the current number of total 
credits:________________________ 
and proposed number of total 
credits:_______________________________  

☐ The changes introduce new, revised or discontinued courses  
If yes, indicate the Faculty approval date and list the courses below. 



 

 

☐ The changes alter the credential awarded 
If yes, indicate the proposed credential: 
___________________________________________________________  

Transition Plan 
 

The proposed change to the admission requirements will apply to 
students applying into the GNIE program for Fall 2022. It will not impact 
in progress students. Clarifying the GPA and minimum grade 
requirement adds clarity for the students and ensures students meet 
this requirement when graduating from the program. The minimum 
grade to pass a course in GNIE is currently a C+. This has not changed. 

 

  



 

 

Current Requirements with Proposed Changes 
Cut and paste the relevant section(s) in full from the current Calendar website.  Use 
track changes to show the proposed changes.  

 

New Requirements 
Provide a clean copy to show how the new Calendar entry will appear. List courses in 
alpha/numeric order. 

Admission Requirements 

Please be advised that applications to this program will only be 
accepted from Canadian citizens and permanent residents / landed 
immigrants of Canada.  

In addition to the Faculty's Admission Requirements, which consist of 
KPU's undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement, the following 
program admission requirements apply: 

One of the following: 

1. A Nursing Community Assessment Services (NCAS) Summary with 
the following minimum practice competencies: 

 Section 2 with 50%, or less, of undemonstrated competency 
themes, or 

 Section 2 with 51%, or more, undemonstrated competency 
themes, and successful completion of the KPU course PNUR 
9030, Nurse Ready, including the Evolve online portion 

2. A Substantially Equivalent Competency (SEC) Assessment 
Summary with the following minimum practice competencies: 

 50%, or less, unmet competencies overall, or 
 51%, or higher, unmet competencies overall, and successful 

completion of the KPU course PNUR 9030, Nurse Ready, 
including the Evolve online portion. 

Admission Requirements 

Please be advised that applications to this program will only be 
accepted from Canadian citizens and permanent residents / landed 
immigrants of Canada.  

In addition to the Faculty's Admission Requirements, which consist of 
KPU's undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement, the following 
program admission requirements apply: 

One of the following: 

1. A Nursing Community Assessment Services (NCAS) Summary with 
the following minimum practice competencies: 

 Section 2 with 50%, or less, of undemonstrated competency 
themes, or 

 Section 2 with 51%, or more, undemonstrated competency 
themes, and successful completion of the KPU course PNUR 
9030, Nurse Ready, including the Evolve online portion 

2. A Substantially Equivalent Competency (SEC) Assessment 
Summary with the following minimum practice competencies: 

 50%, or less, unmet competencies overall, or 
 51%, or higher, unmet competencies overall, and successful 

completion of the KPU course PNUR 9030, Nurse Ready, 
including the Evolve online portion. 

https://calendar.kpu.ca/admissions/english-proficiency-requirements/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/admissions/english-proficiency-requirements/


 

 

3.  A National Nursing Assessment Service (NNAS) Assessment 
indicating the graduation date from a Nursing program and/or years 
of nursing practice. 

 Applicants who have not practiced as a Registered Nurse 
and/or graduated from an RN program within 5 years from the 
start of the program will also be required to successfully 
complete the KPU course PNUR 9030, Nurse Ready, including 
the Evolve online portion.  

 Applicants may be required to submit proof of employment. 
 For further information see kpu.ca/cps/health 

Once students have received a conditional offer of admission and 
before final admission to program is granted, students must submit 
the following: 

 Valid Canadian CPR Basic Life Support (BLS) or CPR Health 
Care Provider (HCP) (Note: CPR certification must remain 
current throughout the program.) 

 An acceptable Criminal Record Check through the Ministry of 
Public Safety and Solicitor General's Criminal Records Review 
Program within 6 months prior to the start of the program. 

 Immunization Record Form reflecting required immunizations 
as per Practice Education Guidelines for BC. Note: Practice 
Education Guidelines (PEG) for BC outline immunizations for 
vaccine preventable communicable diseases required by 
students for participation in practice experiences. KPU 
Faculty of Health is required to comply with these 
requirements. Students that are unvaccinated may not be 
able to be accepted into the program. Students who are 
accepted into the program will also be required to maintain 
immunizations as per the PEG. 

3.  A National Nursing Assessment Service (NNAS) Assessment 
indicating the graduation date from a Nursing program and/or years 
of nursing practice. 

 Applicants who have not practiced as a Registered Nurse 
and/or graduated from an RN program within 5 years from the 
start of the program will also be required to successfully 
complete the KPU course PNUR 9030, Nurse Ready, including 
the Evolve online portion.  

 Applicants may be required to submit proof of employment. 
 For further information see kpu.ca/cps/health 

Once students have received a conditional offer of admission and 
before final admission to program is granted, students must submit 
the following: 

 Valid Canadian CPR Basic Life Support (BLS) or CPR Health 
Care Provider (HCP) (Note: CPR certification must remain 
current throughout the program.) 

 An acceptable Criminal Record Check through the Ministry of 
Public Safety and Solicitor General's Criminal Records Review 
Program within 6 months prior to the start of the program. 

 Immunization Record Form reflecting required immunizations 
as per Practice Education Guidelines for BC. Note: Practice 
Education Guidelines (PEG) for BC outline immunizations for 
vaccine preventable communicable diseases required by 
students for participation in practice experiences. KPU 
Faculty of Health is required to comply with these 
requirements. Students that are unvaccinated may not be 
able to be accepted into the program. Students who are 
accepted into the program will also be required to maintain 
immunizations as per the PEG. 



 

 

As this is a limited-intake program, meeting admission requirements 
does not guarantee admission. 

 

As this is a limited-intake program, meeting admission requirements 
does not guarantee admission. 

 

 

Continuance Requirements 
 
Students must maintain a program GPA of 2.67 with a minimum 
grade of C+ in all required courses, including electives. Non-
adherence to these requirements will result in removal from the 
program. 

 

Continuance Requirements 
 
Students must maintain a program GPA of 2.67 with a minimum 
grade of C+ in all required courses, including electives. Non-
adherence to these requirements will result in removal from the 
program. 
 

 

Curricular Requirements 
 
The Graduate Nurse, Internationally Educated Re-entry Certificate 
program consists of 47 credits organized into three semesters. 
Students must achieve a minimum program GPA of 2.67 with a 
minimum of C+ in all required courses. 
 

 

 

Plan of Study Grid 

TERM 1 CREDITS 

GNIE 1102 Relational Engagement in Nursing Practice 3 

GNIE 1104 Pharmacology for Nurses 2 

GNIE 1117 Professional Nursing Practice 1 9 

GNIE 1118 Professional Nursing Theory 1 5 

  Credits 19 

TERM 2 

 

Curricular Requirements 

The Graduate Nurse, Internationally Educated Re-entry Certificate 
program consists of 47 credits organized into three semesters. 
Students must achieve a minimum program GPA of 2.67 with a 
minimum of C+ in all required courses. 

 

 

Plan of Study Grid 

TERM 1 CREDITS 

GNIE 1102 Relational Engagement in Nursing Practice 3 

GNIE 1104 Pharmacology for Nurses 2 

GNIE 1117 Professional Nursing Practice 1 9 

GNIE 1118 Professional Nursing Theory 1 5 

  Credits 19 

TERM 2 

Deleted:  cumulative
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GNIE 1218 Professional Nursing Theory 2 7 

GNIE 1227 Professional Nursing Practice 2 6 

  Credits 13 

TERM 3 

GNIE 1328 Professional Nursing Theory 3 7 

GNIE 1337 Professional Nursing Practice 3 8 

  Credits 15 

  Total Credits 47 
 

GNIE 1218 Professional Nursing Theory 2 7 

GNIE 1227 Professional Nursing Practice 2 6 

  Credits 13 

TERM 3 

GNIE 1328 Professional Nursing Theory 3 7 

GNIE 1337 Professional Nursing Practice 3 8 

  Credits 15 

  Total Credits 47 
 

 
Other Information 
 
Costs 

In addition to tuition fees, students will spend approximately $2,000 
for textbooks, course materials and uniforms, during the program. 
Students are also responsible for providing their own transportation 
to and from clinical experiences. 

A personal computer or mobile computing device is required in this 
program. 

 
Other Information 
 
Costs 

In addition to tuition fees, students will spend approximately $2,000 
for textbooks, course materials and uniforms, during the program. 
Students are also responsible for providing their own transportation 
to and from clinical experiences. 

A personal computer or mobile computing device is required in this 
program. 
 

 

Credential Awarded 
 
Upon successful completion of this program, students are eligible to 
receive a Certificate in Graduate Nurse, Internationally Educated Re-
entry. 

 

Credential Awarded 
 
Upon successful completion of this program, students are eligible to 
receive a Certificate in Graduate Nurse, Internationally Educated Re-
entry. 
 

 

List any new, revised or discontinued courses associated with this program change 
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Course 
Subject 

Code 

Course 
Number 

Descriptive Title, 
hyperlinked to course outline 

New, 
Revised, or 

Discontinued 

    

    

    

 
  



KPU Curriculum Consultation Request  1 

KPU Curriculum Consultation Request 

For Category 1 Curriculum Proposals 
 
To: 

Name: Arshi Bassi Date: Dec 1st, 2020 

Dept./Program: Organizational Risk Management Faculty: 

 
From: 

Name: Harmeet Olson Dept./Program: Graduated Nurse Internationally 
Educated (GNIE) 

Faculty: Faculty of Health Phone: 604-599-3478 

E-mail: harmeet.olson@kpu.ca  

 
We are proposing a new program and/or curriculum changes for the following courses or programs as 
detailed on the attached form(s). 
 

Course Number or Program Name: Graduate Nurse Internationally Educated Program 
 
Removal of International Criminal Record Check (CRC) as an admission requirement 
 

 
We anticipate that you may have some interest in these proposals and we would appreciate receiving 
your comments on this form. 
 

PLEASE RESPOND NO LATER THAN: December 21st, 2020 

 

Response 
 
(  X ) We support the Proposal. (   ) We have no interest in the proposal. 
 
(   ) We DO NOT support the Proposal (Reasons must be listed below or appended.). 
 
Comments (Please type or print): 
Response: 
 
I have no risk concerns with removing the international criminal record check requirement given that a 
local criminal record check will remain a requirement and no non-Canadian residents or non-Canadian 
citizens will be entering into the program. 
 
Respondent:  
 

Name: Arshi Bassi Dept./Program: Organizational Risk Management 

Faculty:  Phone: 604 396 8855 

E-mail: Arshi.bassi@kpu.ca  

 
N.B. The originator should also send a copy of this form to the Chair or Coordinator of the 
Department/Program consulted, and to the Dean or Associate Dean of the Faculty consulted. 



SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ON CURRICULUM  
Agenda Item: 6.3 

Meeting Date: March 10, 2021 
Presenter: Emily Heaps 
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Agenda Item 
Program Change: 
Post-Baccalaureate Diploma in Technical Apparel Design 

  

Action Requested Motion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum recommend that 
Senate approve the changes to the Post Baccalaureate Diploma in 
Technical Apparel Design, effective September 1, 2021. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

Context & 
Background 

Based on the results of our Program Review and consultations with 
external partners, we determined that our program is missing the 
following critical courses in technical drawing, advanced production 
skills, and industry work experience. Our final capstone course, currently 
named DETA 5300 Capstone Projects (9 credits), is too condensed to be 
delivered in one semester. We are proposing to discontinue this course 
and spread the workload out over two semesters during the final year of 
the program. These changes will result in an increase in the length of the 
program from 16 months to 2 years with 9 credits/semester. This will 
ensure an even workload for our students, which is important as we 
promote the program as part-time and encourage students to work part-
time throughout their studies. Throughout the program review process, 
we have refined all course outlines and updated the names of select 
courses to reflect the content more accurately. 

  

Key Messages 

1. Develop five new courses: 
 DETA 5240 Technical Drawing for Product Development (3 

credits),  
 DETA 5440 Technical Apparel Production (3 credits),  
 DETA 5550 Technical Apparel Industry Experience (3 credits),  
 DETA 5980 Capstone Research (3 credits), and  
 DETA 5985 Capstone Development and Production (6 credits). 

 
2. Discontinue two courses: 

 DETA 5130 Creative Innovation (3 credits) in Fall 2021 and  
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 DETA 5300 Capstone Projects (9 credits) in Fall 2022. 

 
3. Change the course name of three courses: 

 DETA 5140 from “Advances in Apparel Production” to 
“Introduction to Technical Apparel Production”, 

 DETA 5200 from “Global Business Strategies for Technical 
Apparel” to “Business Strategies for Technical Apparel”, and 

 DETA 5210 from “User Experience” to “User Research for 
Technical Apparel". 

 
4. Increase the total number of credits for the program from 30 to 36 

credits. The proposed program length will be 2 years with 9 credits 
per semester. The current program model varies between 9 and 12 
credits per semester. 

  

Consultations 

1. Sandy Vanderburgh, Provost & VP Academic 

2. Leeann Waddington, Mgr. Learning Technology 

3. Larissa Petrillo, Experiential Learning 

4. David Burns, Vice Chair Senate 

5. Stephen Yezerinac, Associate Registrar 

6. Wilson School of Design Curriculum Committee 

  

Attachments D7 PB Dip Technical Apparel Design (DETA) 

  

Submitted by Emily Heaps 

Date submitted February 23, 2021 

 



Program Change Form 
v. 2020 January 29 

 

 
PROGRAM DETAILS 

Faculty: Chip and Shannon Wilson School of Design 

Program Name: Post-Baccalaureate Diploma in Technical Apparel Design 

Department: Technical Apparel Design 

Effective date: September 1, 2021 

Dean/Associate Dean: Andhra Goundrey 

Chair/Coordinator: Emily Heaps 

Submission Date: February 24, 2021 

 
CONSULTATIONS 

Consultations Person Consulted Consultation Date 

Office of the Provost: Sandy Vanderburgh December 18, 2020 

Vice Chair of Senate: David Burns January 13, 2021 

Other(s)* (if applicable): Leeann Waddington January 6, 2021 

 Larissa Petrillo January 12, 2021 

 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR PROPOSAL REVIEW 

Review of Completed D-7 Form Review Submission Date 

Stephen Yezerinac January 27, 2021 

 
APPROVALS 

 Proposal Approval Date 

Faculty Curriculum Committee: February 17, 2021 

Faculty Council (if required): N/A 

SSC on Curriculum:  

SSC on University Budget (if required): N/A 

SSC on Academic Planning and Priorities (if required): N/A 

Senate:  

 
  



 

 

 

Proposed Change(s): 1. Add an additional semester to spread out workload throughout the 

program and to maintain part-time status for the program. 

Maintaining part-time status is important for our students who 

typically work throughout the program. 

2. Add 3 new courses, which increases the total number of credits in 

our program from 30 credits to 36 credits: 

 “DETA 5240 Technical Drawing for Product Development” (3 

credits) for students to learn technical drawing skills, 

 “DETA 5440 Technical Apparel Production” (3 credits) for 

students to learn more advanced production skills, and 

 “DETA 5550 Technical Apparel Industry Experience” (3 credits) 

for students to gain industry experience. 

3. Change the names of following courses: 

 DETA 5140 from “Advances in Apparel Production” to 

“Introduction to Technical Apparel Production”, 

 DETA 5200 from “Global Business Strategies for Technical 

Apparel” to “Business Strategies for Technical Apparel”, and 

 DETA 5210 from “User Experience” to “User Research for 

Technical Apparel". 

4. Discontinue “DETA 5130 Creative Innovation” (3 credits) in 

September 2021. 

5. Discontinue “DETA 5300 Capstone Projects” (9 credits) in September 

2022. This course will be replaced by the following two new courses: 

“DETA 5980 Capstone Research” (3 credits) and “DETA 5985 

Capstone Development and Production” (6 credits). 

 

Rationale: This is the first program review for the Technical Apparel Design 
program which launched in 2012. These changes have come as a result 
of the findings in our Program Review (self study report, external review 
report, and quality assurance plan) and consultations with our external 
partners. The proposed changes reflect: 

 The need for a technical drawing course, which is a necessary 

skill that our graduates lacked throughout the program and in 

the workforce. 

 The need for our graduates to have industry experience prior to 

completing the program. This was brought forward by our 

Advisory Committee to prepare our grads for the workforce. 

 The need for more advanced production skills. Currently our 

program has one production course. There was a gap in learning 

outcomes where students require more advanced level drafting, 



 

 

sewing, and technical apparel production skills (seam sealing, 

ultrasonic welding, and other no-sew technology). 

 The course name changes are being proposed as a result of the 

refinement of the course outlines. 

 DETA 5130 Creative Innovation is being proposed to be 

discontinued as the learning outcomes were moved to alternate 

courses. 

 Instructors and students found that the DETA 5300 Capstone 

Projects course was too condensed in one semester, so it was 

broken out into two separate courses, over two semesters. DETA 

5300 is 9 credits. The new proposed DETA 5980 is 3 credits and 

DETA 5985 is 6 credits, for a combined total of 9 credits. 

 The increase in the total number of credits to 36 is to created a 

more robust program so that our graduates are ready for the 

workforce. 

 

URL(s): https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/design/technical-apparel-
design/technical-apparel-design-post-baccalaureate-diploma/#text 
 
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/design/technical-apparel-
design/technical-apparel-design-post-baccalaureate-
diploma/#requirementstext 
 

 

Impact on Students: Check all that apply: 

☐ The changes alter the admission, declaration or continuance 
requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☒ The changes alter the curricular requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☒ The changes change the total number of required credits 
If yes, state the current number of total credits: 30 credits  
and proposed number of total credits: 36 credits  

☒ The changes introduce new, revised or discontinued courses  
If yes, indicate the Faculty approval date and list the courses below. 

☐ The changes alter the credential awarded 
If yes, indicate the proposed credential: 
___________________________________________________________  
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Transition Plan 
 

Technical Apparel Design is a cohort based program. The current 
students will complete the program with the existing program model 
and graduate from the program in December 2021.  
 
The cohort that begins the program in Fall 2021 will start on the new 
program plan as outlined below. They are expected to graduate using 
the new program model in Spring 2023. 
 

 
  



 

 

Current Requirements with Proposed Changes 
Cut and paste the relevant section(s) in full from the current Calendar website.  
Use track changes to show the proposed changes.  
 
For a new Minor degree for which a cognate Major program is currently offered 
at KPU, insert the following text below “This is a new Minor degree program for 
which a cognate Major degree program already exists at KPU. There is no 
existing curriculum for the minor, and as per Policy AC11 there is no 
requirement for a Concept Paper or FPP.” 
 
 

New Requirements 
Provide a clean copy to show how the new Calendar entry will appear. List 
courses in alpha/numeric order. 

https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/design/technical-apparel-
design/technical-apparel-design-post-baccalaureate-diploma/#text 
 

 

Description 
When you embark on a Post Baccalaureate Diploma in Technical Apparel 
Design, you'll join an industry that pushes the limits of human potential. From 
giving elite athletes a competitive edge to saving the lives of outdoor 
enthusiasts, this booming industry blends creativity with cutting-edge 
technology to allow humans to move faster, survive longer and explore further. 

Our diploma places you at the centre of BC's world-renowned technical apparel 
industry. Our curriculum was developed in collaboration with Vancouver-based 
companies like Arc'teryx, lululemon, Mountain Equipment Co-Op, Mustang 
Survival and Sugoi, as well as top academics and researchers. 

In four semesters, you'll gain the research, design, business and leadership skills 
needed to join the next generation of design innovators. And thanks to our 
flexible delivery model, you can still work part-time. 

Faculty's website: kpu.ca/design 
Department's website: kpu.ca/technicalapparel 
 

Description 
When you embark on a Post Baccalaureate Diploma in Technical Apparel 
Design, you'll join an industry that pushes the limits of human potential. From 
giving elite athletes a competitive edge to saving the lives of outdoor 
enthusiasts, this booming industry blends creativity with cutting-edge 
technology to allow humans to move faster, survive longer and explore further. 

Our diploma places you at the centre of BC's world-renowned technical apparel 
industry. Our curriculum was developed in collaboration with Vancouver-based 
companies like Arc'teryx, lululemon, Mountain Equipment Co-Op, Mustang 
Survival and Sugoi, as well as top academics and researchers. 

In four semesters, you'll gain the research, design, business and leadership skills 
needed to join the next generation of design innovators. And thanks to our 
flexible delivery model, you can still work part-time. 

Faculty's website: kpu.ca/design 
Department's website: kpu.ca/technicalapparel 
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https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/design/technical-apparel-
design/technical-apparel-design-post-baccalaureate-
diploma/#requirementstext 

 

Admission Requirements 
In addition to the Faculty's Admission Requirements, which consist of 
KPU's undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement, the following program 
admission requirements apply: 

 Successful completion of a recognized undergraduate degree, or a 
design-related diploma or associate degree along with a 
minimum of 5 years of related work experience 

 Letter of Interest package 

 Interview 

For further details about the letter of interest package and interview process, 
including submission specifics, visit the department's website 
at: kpu.ca/technicalapparel 
 
Continuance Requirements 
Seat availability is based on priority for students who continue in all courses as 
per the prescribed program plan. Students who are unable to meet course 
requirements to continue with the program plan or who decide to take a break 
from their studies, may be removed from program. Re-admission into the 
program will be based on seat availability and approval by the program. 

Curricular Requirements 
The Post Baccalaureate Diploma program requires completion of the following 
36 credits of courses with a program grade point average of 2.5 or higher. 

This is a two-year, cohort based program. The program begins in the fall 
semester. Students are required to study part time (9 credits) per semester.  

Admission Requirements 
In addition to the Faculty's Admission Requirements, which consist of 
KPU's undergraduate English Proficiency Requirement, the following program 
admission requirements apply: 

 Successful completion of a recognized undergraduate degree, or a 
design-related diploma or associate degree along with a 
minimum of 5 years of related work experience 

 Letter of Interest package 

 Interview 

For further details about the letter of interest package and interview process, 
including submission specifics, visit the department's website 
at: kpu.ca/technicalapparel 
 
Continuance Requirements 
Seat availability is based on priority for students who continue in all courses as 
per the prescribed program plan. Students who are unable to meet course 
requirements to continue with the program plan or who decide to take a break 
from their studies, may be removed from program. Re-admission into the 
program will be based on seat availability and approval by the program. 

Curricular Requirements 
The Post Baccalaureate Diploma program requires completion of the following 
36 credits of courses with a program grade point average of 2.5 or higher. 

This is a two-year, cohort based program. The program begins in the fall 
semester. Students are required to study part time (9 credits) per semester.  
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Note: DETA courses numbered 5000 or higher are assessed Tuition Category 
2.a.6 for domestic students. 
 
 
 

Note: DETA courses numbered 5000 or higher are assessed Tuition Category 
2.a.6 for domestic students. 
 
TERM 1 (Fall) 
DETA 5110 Technical Apparel in Context 3 
DETA 5120 Technical Textile Technologies 3 
DETA 5140 Introduction to Technical Apparel Production 3 
Credits: 9 
 
TERM 2 (Spring) 
DETA 5210 User Research for Technical Apparel 3 
DETA 5230 Strategic Design Direction 3 
DETA 5240 Technical Drawing for Product Development 3 
Credits: 9 
 
TERM 3 (Fall) 
DETA 5200 Business Strategies for Technical Apparel 3 
DETA 5440 Technical Apparel Production 3 
DETA 5980 Capstone Research 3 
Credits: 9 
 
TERM 4 (Spring) 
DETA 5500 Technical Apparel Industry Experience 3 
DETA 5985 Capstone Development and Production 6 
Credits: 9 

Other Information 
There are additional costs associated with this program which could include 
textbooks, supplies, and fabric. Visit our program website for current 
information: https://www.kpu.ca/design/technicalapparel 

Credential Awarded 
Upon successful completion of this program, students are eligible to receive 
a Post Baccalaureate Diploma in Technical Apparel Design. 
 

Other Information 
There are additional costs associated with this program which could include 
textbooks, supplies, and fabric. Visit our program website for current 
information: https://www.kpu.ca/design/technicalapparel 

Credential Awarded 
Upon successful completion of this program, students are eligible to receive 
a Post Baccalaureate Diploma in Technical Apparel Design. 
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Students are required to study full time (12 credits) in their 
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List any new, revised or discontinued courses associated with this program change 

Course 
Subject 

Code 

Course 
Number 

Descriptive Title, 
hyperlinked to course outline 

New, Revised, or 
Discontinued 

DETA 5110 Technical Apparel in Context (3 credits) Revised 

DETA 5120 Technical Textile Technologies (3 credits) Revised 

DETA 5140 Introduction to Technical Apparel Production (3 credits) Revised 

DETA 5200 Business Strategies for Technical Apparel (3 credits) Revised 

DETA 5210 User Research for Technical Apparel (3 credits) Revised 

DETA 5230 Strategic Design Innovation (3 credits) Revised 

DETA 5240 Technical Drawing for Product Development (3 credits) New 

DETA 5440 Technical Apparel Production (3 credits) New 

DETA 5550 Technical Apparel Industry Experience (3 credits) New 

DETA 5980 Capstone Research (3 credits) New 

DETA 5985 Capstone Development and Production (6 credits) New 

DETA 5130 Creative Innovation (3 credits) Discontinue Sept 2021 

DETA 5300 Capstone Project (9 credits) Discontinue Sept 2022 
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Agenda Item Program Change: Bachelor of Arts, Major in Policy Studies 

  

Action Requested Motion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum recommend that 
Senate approve the revisions to the Bachelor of Arts, Major in Policy 
Studies, effective September 1, 2021. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

Context & 
Background 

Changes to the POST Major, including two new POST courses, are being 
advanced following program review and a Quality Assurance Plan. The 
changes improve clarity on progression through the degree; remove 
disjunctive requirements that are not offered; add relevant new courses in 
ARTS; and better ladder our learning outcomes. The changes follow the 
recommendations of our program review external panel to explicitly teach 
decolonization and climate change. The changes also align the Major with 
KPU’s Vision 2023 and Academic Plan, for example, by improving rigour in the 
curriculum and promoting an authentic approach to Indigenization. 

  

Key Messages 

1. Changes to the POST Major will provide clarity to students on how to 
progress through the degree. 

2. POST has added two new program courses to better ladder our learning 
outcomes, replacing two cross-listed courses. 

3. Course learning outcomes have been strengthened across our core 
courses with the inclusion of decolonization and climate change. 

  

Consultations Please see the attached D7 for the consultations undertaken. 

  

Attachments D7 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Policy Studies 

Submitted by Ellen Pond, Chair, POST 

Date submitted February 24, 2021 
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v. 2020 January 29 

 

 
PROGRAM DETAILS 

Faculty: ARTS 

Program Name: Policy Studies 

Department: N/A 

Effective date: September 1, 2021 

Dean/Associate Dean: Diane Purvey/Shelley Boyd 

Chair/Coordinator: Ellen Pond 

Submission Date: February 24, 2021 

 
CONSULTATIONS 

Consultations Person Consulted Consultation Date 

Office of the Provost: Sandy Vanderburgh, David 
Florkowski 

Approved with minor edits, 
December 19, 2020 

Vice Chair of Senate: David Burns Multiple dates, September-
October 2020, December 22, 2020 

Arts Dean’s Office – 
program changes 

Shelley Boyd, Wade Deisman Multiple dates, May 2020-October 
2020, November 23, 2020 

Arts Dean’s Office – new 
course proposal approvals 

Leadership Team  July 14, 2020 

POLI – de-cross-listing 
second year course, 
revisions to POST/POLI 
4110 

Ross Pink (2100 & 4110) 
Conrad King (on POST/POLI 4110) 

Email exchange with Ross Pink, 
July 2020 (2100); final review 
meeting scheduled Nov 27, 2020 
(4110). 

POST Steering Committee – 
review proposed changes; 
approval of D7; approval of 
associated course outlines 

POST SC members involved: Ellen 
Pond, Heather Harrison, Marc 
Champagne, Valerie Vezina, 
Arleigh Reichl, Jason Ramsey 

July 31, 2020; October 23, 2020; 
Final email exchange to approve 
all course outlines, November 
2020. 

ECON – changes to Major 
requirements 

Sinisa Vujovic and ECON 
Department: Dept meeting, 
follow-up email 

ECON Dept Meeting August 31, 
2020; Email exchange October 
2020  

ARTS Chairs Committee – 
on intro ECON courses 

Arts Chairs Committee September 18, 2020 

AFC Curr Committee Chair Parthi Krishnan September 29, 2020 

AFC APP Chair Kristie Dukewich October 9, 2020 

ARTS Advisors Naomi Ben-Yehuda Email exchange October, 2020 

Registrar – on replacement 
course numbers 

Stephen Yezerinac Email exchange October 14-28, 
2020 

 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR PROPOSAL REVIEW 

Review of Completed D-7 Form Review Submission Date 

Send to OREGCurrConsult@kpu.ca for review** 

 

December 11, 2020; reviewed 
December 22, 2020 

 
 
 

mailto:OREGCurrConsult@kpu.ca
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APPROVALS 

 Proposal Approval Date 

Additional: ASC APP Approved December 4, 2020, with 
minor edits (memo of Dec 11, 
2020) 

Faculty Curriculum Committee:  January 15, 2021 

Faculty Council (if required): February 19, 2021 

SSC on Curriculum:  

SSC on University Budget (if required):  

SSC on Academic Planning and Priorities (if required):  

Senate:  

 
 

Proposed Change(s): Change to Major requirements. 
 
Six revised POST course outlines, of which two are being discontinued 
(currently cross-listed with POLI and ECON); two new replacement POST 
courses; revisions to one POLI course to de-cross-list; revisions to two 
continued cross-listed courses outlines with PHIL and POLI. 
 
Please note that we have included a considerable number of disjunctive 
requirements, some of which have pre-reqs that are not in our inter-
disciplinary program. These courses are to provide more choice for 
students, particularly those undertaking a Major/Minor combination 
that fits with these disjunctive courses. At least one course is available in 
the disjunctive requirements that has no disciplinary pre-reqs. 

Rationale: These changes are being advanced as part of the POST Quality Assurance 
Plan (QAP), following program review, in which we committed to: enable 
more timely progression through the degree; remove requirements that 
require course substitutions for degree completion (e.g. COOP 1101); 
remove disjunctive requirements that are not offered and add relevant 
new courses in ARTS; better ladder our learning outcomes; and, add 
course learning outcomes advised by External Review, specifically on 
decolonization and climate change. POST has also updated pre-
requisites to current practice. 
 
The POST program changes will also bring the program into strategic 
alignment with KPU’s Vision 2023 and Academic Plan (AP), including: 

 Vision 2023, Goal A Experience, A1: Enhance the experience of 
our students. 

 Vision 2023, Goal B Sustainability, B2: Foster environmental 
sustainability through our offerings, research and operations. 

 AP Goal #1: Student Success, Strategy 1.1: Rigorous Curriculum 
that prepares learners to think and act independently, 
collaborate across areas of expertise, and have a capacity for 
integrated thinking. 
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 AP Goal #2: Advancing Teaching Practices, Strategy 2.4: Active 
and Experiential Learning, and Strategy 2.7, Community 
Partnerships. 

 AP Goal #5: Increase Indigenous Participation, Strategy 5.2: 
Territorial Acknowledgement and Vision 2023, Goal B 
Sustainability, B1: Embrace all cultures and promote a renewed, 
authentic approach to Indigenization. The POST program has 
actively built decolonization into our revised course outlines.  

URL(s): https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/ 
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/policy-studies-ba/  
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/policy-studies-minor/  
https://calendar.kpu.ca/courses-az/post/  

 

Impact on Students: Check all that apply: 

☐ The changes alter the admission, declaration or continuance 
requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☒ The changes alter the curricular requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☒ The changes change the total number of required credits 
If yes, state the current number of total credits:  
POST Major: 55 credits 

and proposed number of total credits: 
POST Major: 51 credits 

☒ The changes introduce new, revised or discontinued courses  
If yes, indicate the Faculty approval date and list the courses below.  

Faculty approval date: October 23, 2020 (POST Steering Committee) 

☐ The changes alter the credential awarded 
If yes, indicate the proposed credential: 
___________________________________________________________  

Transition Plan 
 

 

Transition Plan: 
- Allowable course substitutions for students in-stream:  

o pre-transition POST 2100 or POLI 2100 substitutes for new 
POST 2200 

o pre-transition POST 3100 or ECON 3100 substitutes for new 
POST 3300 

o ECON 1150 and ECON 1250 substitute for ECON 1101 or 
ECON 1110, and SOCI 2260 

o AGRI 2260 substitutes for ECON 1101 or ECON 1110 
 

https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/policy-studies-ba/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/policy-studies-minor/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/courses-az/post/
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In addition, POST will communicate the changes to students using the 
following methods: 
- Explain the changes with Central Advising and ARTS Advisors, Spring 

2021 
- Communicate program changes to current students via email: 

“Transition coming” announcement Spring 2021; “Transition 
underway” Summer 2021; “Transition in place” Fall 2021; clearly 
communicate that previously declared Majors and Minors are 
allowed to choose their declaration year and therefore the old or 
new requirements for graduation. 

- Host an online session with POST Chair and an ARTS Advisor for 
student questions, Summer 2021  

- Update course website Summer 2021, with information on the 
transition 

- Map a transition pathway for each student with a declared Major, 
working with ARTS advisors, Summer 2021 (based on student 
request) 

 

  



 

 

Current Requirements with Proposed Changes 
Cut and paste the relevant section(s) in full from the current Calendar website.  Use 
track changes to show the proposed changes.  

(Note: some of the changes involved moving sentences and re-ordering 

requirements, and track changes did not follow this. For that reason, the 

structural changes are in the right-hand column only). 
 

 

New Requirements 
Provide a clean copy to show how the new Calendar entry will appear. List courses in 
alpha/numeric order. 
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Policy Studies Major 

The degree is designed around four core courses  and two 

applied seminars. The core courses present key elements of 

public policy and explore critical sustainability theory and 

issues. Multi-disciplinary courses strengthen this foundation and 

increase the depth of student knowledge. 

Students will develop strong analytical, writing and critical 

thinking skills, a deep understanding of the complex 

sustainability issues facing society today, and how to advance 

societal change using public policy. 

In the applied seminars students apply their research and 

analysis skills to develop solutions to contemporary issues . 

The Policy Studies Major requires completion of fifty-one (51) 

area-specific credits, including twenty-seven (27) lower division 

credits and twenty-four (24) upper division credits. The 

following are to be completed for the Bachelor of Arts, Major in 

Policy Studies program: 

1100 and 2000 Level  

 

ECON 1101 

  

Foundations of Economics 

3 

Or ECON 1110 

 

Making Sense of Economic Life 

 

 

ENVI 1121 Environmental Issues 3 

Select any 6 credits of PHIL at the 1100- or 2000-level (not 

including PHIL 1111) 

6 

Policy Studies Major 

The degree is designed around four core courses and two applied 

seminars. The core courses present key elements of public policy 

and explore critical sustainability theory and issues. In the 

applied seminars, students apply their research and analysis 

skills to develop solutions to contemporary issues. Multi-

disciplinary courses strengthen the foundation and increase the 

depth of student knowledge. 

Students will develop strong analytical, writing and critical 

thinking skills, a deep understanding of the complex 

sustainability issues facing society today, and how to advance 

societal change using public policy. 

The Policy Studies Major requires completion of fifty-one (51) 

area-specific credits, including twenty-seven (27) lower division 

credits and twenty-four (24) upper division credits. The 

following are to be completed for the Bachelor of Arts, Major in 

Policy Studies program: 

1100 and 2000 Level  

POST 1100 Sustainability: Analysis and Ethics 3 

or PHIL 1111 Sustainability: Analysis and Ethics  

POST 2200 Collective Power: Taking Action on 

Public Issues 

3 

ECON 1101 Foundations of Economics 3 

Or ECON 1110 Making Sense of Economic Life  

ENVI 1121 Environmental Issues 3 

SOCI 2260 Research Methods in Sociology 3 

Deleted: several 

Deleted: e

Deleted:  

Deleted: Each of the required core courses presents key 

elements of policy analysis from the perspective of one of 

the main disciplines. 

Deleted: You

Deleted:  while gaining 

Deleted: , taught by professional practitioners, 

Deleted: you will

Deleted: your

Deleted: for real

Deleted: faced by a community partner

Deleted: five 

Deleted: 5

Deleted: thirty-one

Deleted: 31

Deleted: ECON 1150

Deleted: Principles of Microeconomics

Deleted: ECON 1250

Deleted: Principles of Macroeconomics

Deleted: 3

https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/ECON-1101-20100501.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/ECON-1110-20110901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/ENVI-1121-20150901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7472&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5971&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9348&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/ECON-1101-20100501.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/ECON-1110-20110901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/ENVI-1121-20150901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/SOCI-2260-20200901.pdf
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Select any 6 credits of POLI at the 1100- or 2000-level 6 

POST 1100 Sustainability: Analysis and Ethics 3 

or PHIL 1111 Sustainability: Analysis and Ethics 

POST 2200 Collective Power: Taking Action on 

Public Issues 

 

3 

  

   

SOCI 2260 

 

Research Methods 

 

3 

  

3000 and 4000 Level  

POST 3300  

Sustainability Challenges: Public Policy 

and the Common Good 

3 

  

POST 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar 3 

or POLI 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar 

POST 4150 Psychology and Sustainability: 

Attitudes and Behaviour 

3 

or PSYC 4150 Psychology and Sustainability: Attitudes 

and Behaviour 

CMNS 3100 

OR 

CMNS 3250 

Technical Report Writing 

Digital Media Communication 

3 

POST 3110 Applied Sustainability  Seminar 3 

Select any 6 credits of PHIL at the 1100- or 2000-level (not 

including PHIL 1111) 

6 

Select any 6 credits of POLI at the 1100- or 2000-level 6 

3000 and 4000 Level  

POST 3110 Applied Sustainability Seminar 3 

POST 3300  Sustainability Challenges: Public Policy 

and the Common Good 

3 

POST 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar 3 

or POLI 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar 

POST 4150 Psychology and Sustainability: 

Attitudes and Behaviour 

3 

or PSYC 4150 Psychology and Sustainability: Attitudes 

and Behaviour 

CMNS 3100 Technical Report Writing 3 

OR 

CMNS 3250 

Digital Media Communication  

PHIL 3118 Ethics and Public Policy 3 

or PHIL 4117 Topics in Social and Political Philosophy 

POLI 3500 Public Debates in Politics 3 

or POLI 4420 Issues in Public Policy and Administration 

Select one of the following: 3 

AGRI 4298 World Trends in Agriculture  

GEOG 3220  Urban Planning and Politics  

GEOG 3320 Environment and Resources  

GEOG 4350 Climate Change  

HIST 3140 Environment and Society in East Asia  

Deleted: Sustainability and Government

Deleted: or POLI 2100

Deleted: Sustainability and Government

Deleted: COOP 1101

Deleted: Introduction to Professional and Career Readiness

Deleted: 1

Deleted: AGRI 2230

Deleted: Sustainable Human Economy

Deleted: or ECON 2260

Deleted: Environmental Economics

Deleted: Economics of Sustainability Policy

Deleted: or ECON 3100

Deleted: Economics of Sustainability Policy

Deleted:  II

Deleted:  II

Deleted: Policy 

Deleted:  I

https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7472&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5971&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9348&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/SOCI-2260-20200901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/SOCI-2260-20200901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9349&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7467&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7466&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolitical%2520Science%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=POST%204150
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=PSYC%204150
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CMNS%203100
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7374&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FApplied%2520Communications%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7611&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7611&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9349&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7467&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7466&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolitical%2520Science%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=POST%204150
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=PSYC%204150
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CMNS%203100
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7374&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FApplied%2520Communications%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/PHIL-3118-20170901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/PHIL-4117-20170901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/POLI-3500-20120901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/POLI-4420-20060901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/AGRI-4298-20150901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/GEOG-3220-20190901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/GEOG-3320-20200901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/GEOG-4350-20170901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/HIST-3140-20190901.pdf
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PHIL 3118 Ethics and Public Policy 3 

or PHIL 4117 Topics in Social and Political Philosophy 

POLI 3500 Public Debates in Politics 3 

or POLI 4420 Issues in Public Policy and Administration 

Select one of the following: 3 

   

   

AGRI 4298 World Trends in Agriculture  

GEOG 3220  Urban Planning and Politics 

GEOG 3320 Environment and resources 

GEOG 4350 Climate Change 

HIST 3140 Environment and Society in East Asia 

HIST 3145 Earth & Air / Fire & Water: An 

Introduction to Eco-Activist Movements 

HIST 3180 North American Environmental History 

HIST 3315 Radicalism, Resistance, and Revolution 

HIST 4492 Canadian Social History: Order & Disorder 

SOCI 3345 Social Policy in Context 

Total Credits 55 

 

Note: As an interdisciplinary program, some choices in the  upper 

level courses require lower level prerequisites in their 

disciplines. Please plan your bachelor’s degree with this in mind 

and consult with an Arts Degree Advisor as needed. 

 

 

HIST 3145 Earth & Air / Fire & Water: An 

Introduction to Eco-Activist 

Movements 

 

HIST 3180 North American Environmental History  

HIST 3315 Radicalism, Resistance, and Revolution  

HIST 4492 Canadian Social History: Order & 

Disorder 

 

SOCI 3345 Social Policy in Context  

Total Credits 51 

 

Note: As an interdisciplinary program, some choices in the  

upper level courses require lower level prerequisites in their 

disciplines. Please plan your bachelor’s degree with this in mind 

and consult with an Arts Degree Advisor as needed. 

 

 

 

Deleted: or GEOG 3220

Deleted: Urban Planning and Politics

Deleted: ENVI 3112

Deleted: Environment and Society

Deleted: ENVI 3212

Deleted: The Urban Environment

Deleted: or POST 4298

https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/PHIL-3118-20170901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/PHIL-4117-20170901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/POLI-3500-20120901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/POLI-4420-20060901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/AGRI-4298-20150901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/GEOG-3220-20190901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/GEOG-3220-20190901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/GEOG-3320-20200901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/GEOG-4350-20170901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/HIST-3140-20190901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/HIST-3145-20170901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/HIST-3180-20140901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/HIST-3315-20180901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/HIST-4492-20190901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/SOCI-3345-20190501.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/HIST-3145-20170901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/HIST-3180-20140901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/HIST-3315-20180901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/HIST-4492-20190901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/SOCI-3345-20190501.pdf
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List any new, revised or discontinued courses associated with this program change 

Course 
Subject Code 

Course 
Number 

Descriptive Title, 
hyperlinked to course outline 

New, Revised, or Discontinued 

POST 1100 Sustainability and Ethics (cross-listed with PHIL 1111) Revised 

PHIL  1111 Sustainability and Ethics (cross-listed with POST 1100) Revised 

POST 2100 Sustainability and Government (cross-listed with POLI 2100) Discontinued 

POLI 2100 Sustainability and Government (cross-listed with POST 2100) Revised to de-cross-list 

POST 2200 Collective Power: Taking Action on Public Issues New course (replacement) 

POST 3110 Applied Sustainability Seminar Revised 

POST 3300 Sustainability Challenges: Public Policy and the Common Good New course (replacement) 

POST 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar (cross-listed with POLI 4110) Revised 

POLI 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar (cross-listed with POST 4110) Revised 

POST 4900 Special Topics Revised 

 
  
 

https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7472&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5971&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7469&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=6024&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolitical%2520Science%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7469&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7611&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9349&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7467&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7466&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolitical%2520Science%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=8051&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
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Agenda Item Program Change: Minor in Policy Studies 

  

Action Requested Motion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

THAT the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum recommend that 
Senate approve the revisions to the Minor in Policy Studies, effective 
September 1, 2021. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

Context & 
Background 

Changes to the POST Minor are being advanced following program review 
and a Quality Assurance Plan (Strategy 6, meets Goals 4 and 5). The changes 
bring the Minor into alignment with AC14 by increasing the required credits. 
The changes better ladder learning outcomes, and allow for student flexibility 
and choice, improving the Minor’s fit with a wide variety of Majors. The 
changes also align the Minor with KPU’s Vision 2023 and Academic Plan, for 
example, by improving rigour in our curriculum. 

  

Key Messages 

1. Changes to the POST Minor stem from recommendations in POST’s 
program review and from Goals, Strategies and Steps in the Quality 
Assurance Plan. 

2. Changes to the POST Minor will bring it into alignment with Policy AC-14. 

3. Learning outcomes in the Minor have been strengthened through the 
addition of new courses drawn from POST and ARTS. 

  

Consultations Please see the attached D7 for the consultations undertaken. 

  

Attachments D7 Minor in Policy Studies 

  

Submitted by Ellen Pond, Chair, POST 

Date submitted February 24, 2021 
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PROGRAM DETAILS 

Faculty: ARTS 

Program Name: Policy Studies Minor 

Department: N/A 

Effective date: September 1, 2021 

Dean/Associate Dean: Diane Purvey/Shelley Boyd 

Chair/Coordinator: Ellen Pond 

Submission Date: February 24, 2021 

 
CONSULTATIONS 

Consultations Person Consulted Consultation Date 

Office of the Provost: Dr. Sandy Vanderburgh, Dr. 
Florkowski 

Approved with minor edits, 
December 19, 2020 

Vice Chair of Senate: Dr. David Burns Multiple dates, September-
October 2020, December 22, 2020 

Arts Dean’s Office – 
program changes 

Dr. Shelley Boyd, Dr. Wade 
Deisman 

Multiple dates, May 2020-October 
2020, November 23, 2020 

Arts Dean’s Office – new 
course proposal approvals 

Leadership Team  July 14, 2020 

POLI – de-cross-listing 
second year course, 
revisions to POST/POLI 
4110 

Dr. Ross Pink (2100 & 4110) 
Dr. Conrad King (on POST/POLI 
4110) 

Email exchange with Dr. Pink, July 
2020 (2100); final review meeting 
scheduled Nov 27, 2020 (4110). 

POST Steering Committee – 
review proposed changes; 
approval of D7; approval of 
associated course outlines 

POST SC members involved: Ellen 
Pond, Heather Harrison, Marc 
Champagne, Valerie Vezina, 
Arleigh Reichl, Jason Ramsey 

July 31, 2020; October 23, 2020; 
Final email exchange to approve 
all course outlines, November 
2020. 

ECON – changes to Major 
requirements 

Dr. Sinisa Vujovic and ECON 
Department: Dept meeting, 
follow-up email 

ECON Dept Meeting August 31, 
2020; Email exchange October 
2020  

ARTS Chairs Committee – 
on intro ECON courses 

Arts Chairs Committee September 18, 2020 

AFC Curr Committee Chair Dr. Parthi Krishnan September 29, 2020 

AFC APP Chair Dr. Kristie Dukewich October 9, 2020 

ARTS Advisors Naomi Ben-Yehuda Email exchange October, 2020 

Registrar – on replacement 
course numbers 

Stephen Yezerinac Email exchange October 14-28, 
2020 

 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR PROPOSAL REVIEW 

Review of Completed D-7 Form Review Submission Date 

Send to OREGCurrConsult@kpu.ca for review** 

 

Decmeber 11, 2020; reviewed 
December 22, 2020 

 
 
 

mailto:OREGCurrConsult@kpu.ca
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APPROVALS 

 Proposal Approval Date 

Additional: ASC APP Approved December 4, 2020, with 
minor edits (memo of Dec 11, 
2020) 

Faculty Curriculum Committee:  January 15, 2021 

Faculty Council (if required): February 19, 2021 

SSC on Curriculum:  

SSC on University Budget (if required):  

SSC on Academic Planning and Priorities (if required):  

Senate:  

 
 

Proposed Change(s): Changes to Minor requirements. 
 
Six revised POST course outlines, of which two are being discontinued 
(currently cross-listed with POLI and ECON); two new replacement POST 
courses; revisions to one POLI course to de-cross-list; revisions to two 
continued cross-listed courses outlines with PHIL and POLI. 
 
Please note that we have included a considerable number of disjunctive 
requirements, some of which have pre-reqs that are not in our inter-
disciplinary program. These courses are to provide more choice for 
students, particularly those undertaking a Major/Minor combination 
that fits with these disjunctive courses. At least one course is available in 
the disjunctive requirements that has no disciplinary pre-reqs. 

Rationale: Changes to the POST Minor will ensure that the Minor meets the 
incoming AC14 requirements, as the current Minor does not have 
minimum number of credits required. 
 
The changes are also being advanced as part of the POST Quality 
Assurance Plan (QAP), following program review, in which we committed 
to: better ladder our learning outcomes and add course learning 
outcomes advised by External Review, specifically on decolonization and 
climate change.  
 
The POST program changes will also bring the program into strategic 
alignment with KPU’s Vision 2023 and Academic Plan (AP), including: 

 Vision 2023, Goal A Experience, A1: Enhance the experience of 
our students. 

 Vision 2023, Goal B Sustainability, B2: Foster environmental 
sustainability through our offerings, research and operations. 

 AP Goal #1: Student Success, Strategy 1.1: Rigorous Curriculum 
that prepares learners to think and act independently, 
collaborate across areas of expertise, and have a capacity for 
integrated thinking. 
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 AP Goal #2: Advancing Teaching Practices, Strategy 2.4: Active 
and Experiential Learning, and Strategy 2.7, Community 
Partnerships. 

 AP Goal #5: Increase Indigenous Participation, Strategy 5.2: 
Territorial Acknowledgement and Vision 2023, Goal B 
Sustainability, B1: Embrace all cultures and promote a renewed, 
authentic approach to Indigenization. The POST program has 
actively built decolonization into our revised course outlines.  

URL(s): https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/ 
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/policy-studies-ba/  
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/policy-studies-minor/  
https://calendar.kpu.ca/courses-az/post/  

 

Impact on Students: Check all that apply: 

☐ The changes alter the admission, declaration or continuance 
requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☒ The changes alter the curricular requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☒ The changes change the total number of required credits 
If yes, state the current number of total credits:  
POST Minor: 21 credits 

and proposed number of total credits: 
POST Minor: 27 credits 

☒ The changes introduce new, revised or discontinued courses  
If yes, indicate the Faculty approval date and list the courses below.  

Faculty approval date: October 23, 2020 (POST Steering Committee) 

☐ The changes alter the credential awarded 
If yes, indicate the proposed credential: 
___________________________________________________________  

Transition Plan 
 

Transition Plan: 
- Allowable course substitutions for students in-stream:  

o pre-transition POST 2100 or POLI 2100 substitutes for new 
POST 2200 

o pre-transition POST 3100 or ECON 3100 substitutes for new 
POST 3300 

 
In addition, POST will communicate the changes to students using the 
following methods: 
- Explain the changes with Central Advising and ARTS Advisors, Spring 

2021 

https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/policy-studies-ba/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/policy-studies/policy-studies-minor/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/courses-az/post/


Policy Studies Program Change 2021 

 

- Communicate program changes to current students via email: 
“Transition coming” announcement Spring 2021; “Transition 
underway” Summer 2021; “Transition in place” Fall 2021; clearly 
communicate that previously declared Majors and Minors are 
allowed to choose their declaration year and therefore the old or 
new requirements for graduation. 

- Host an online session with POST Chair and an ARTS Advisor for 
student questions, Summer 2021  

- Update course website Summer 2021, with information on the 
transition 

- Map a transition pathway for each student with a declared Major, 
working with ARTS advisors, Summer 2021 (based on student 
request) 

 



 

 

Current Requirements with Proposed Changes 
Cut and paste the relevant section(s) in full from the current Calendar website.  Use 
track changes to show the proposed changes.  

(Note: some of the changes involved moving sentences and re-ordering 

requirements, and track changes did not follow this. For that reason, the 

structural changes are in the right-hand column only). 
 

 

New Requirements 
Provide a clean copy to show how the new Calendar entry will appear. List courses in 
alpha/numeric order. 



Policy Studies Program Change 2021 

 

Policy Studies Minor  

Curricular Requirements 

Students must achieve a minimum grade of C in all required 

courses. Students are required to complete twenty-seven (27) 

area-specific credits, including twelve (12) lower-division 

credits and fifteen (15) upper-division credits. 

1000 and 2000 Level 

POST 1100 Sustainability: Analysis and Ethics 3 

or PHIL 1111 Sustainability: Analysis and Ethics 

POST 2200 Collective Power: Taking Action on Public Issues 3 

  

Select six credits of the following: 6 

AGRI 2230 Sustainable Human Economy  

ENVI 1121 Environmental Issues  

ENVI 2405 Environmental Legislation  

GEOG 2250 The City  

HIST 1105 Changemakers: 12 Little-Known Individuals Who 

Changed the World 

 

PHIL 1112 Environmental Ethics  

PHIL 2110 Moral Theory  

PHIL 2117 Social and Political Philosophy  

POLI 1110 Ideology and Politics  

POLI 1123 Politics in the City  

Policy Studies Minor  

Curricular Requirements 

Students must achieve a minimum grade of C in all required 

courses. Students are required to complete twenty-seven (27) 

area-specific credits, including twelve (12) lower-division 

credits and fifteen (15) upper-division credits. 

1000 and 2000 Level 

POST 1100 Sustainability: Analysis and Ethics 3 

or PHIL 1111 Sustainability: Analysis and Ethics 

POST 2200 Collective Power: Taking Action on Public Issues 3 

Select six credits of the following: 6 

AGRI 2230 Sustainable Human Economy  

ENVI 1121 Environmental Issues  

ENVI 2405 Environmental Legislation  

GEOG 2250 The City  

HIST 1105 Changemakers: 12 Little-Known Individuals Who 

Changed the World 

 

PHIL 1112 Environmental Ethics  

PHIL 2110 Moral Theory  

PHIL 2117 Social and Political Philosophy  

POLI 1110 Ideology and Politics  

POLI 1123 Politics in the City  

POLI 2121 Law and Politics: The Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms 

 

Deleted: one 

Deleted: 1

Deleted: six 

Deleted: 6

Deleted: Sustainability and Government

Deleted: or POLI 2100

Deleted: Sustainability and Government

https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7472&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5971&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9348&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/AGRI-2230-20130901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/ENVI-1121-20150901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/ENVI-2405-20160501.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/GEOG-2250-20180901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=8814&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FHistory%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5969&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5979&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5944&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5992&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolitical%2520Science%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=6020&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolitical%2520Science%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7472&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5971&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=9348&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolicy%2520Studies%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/AGRI-2230-20130901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=6912&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FEnvironmental%2520Protection%2520Technology%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/ENVI-2405-20160501.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/GEOG-2250-20180901.pdf
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=8814&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FHistory%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5969&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5979&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5944&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPhilosophy%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5992&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolitical%2520Science%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%7B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%7D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=6020&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolitical%2520Science%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=6009&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolitical%2520Science%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2


Policy Studies Program Change 2021 

 

POLI 2121 Law and Politics: The Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms 

 

POLI 2150 States, Markets and Globalization: International 

Political Economy 

 

POST 2140 CityLab3 – Rethinking Community  

POST 2150 CityLab6 Cultivating Community (6 credits)  

POST 2900 Special Topics  

3000 and 4000 Level  

POST 3300 Sustainability Challenges: Public Policy and the 

Common Good 

3 

POST 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar  3 

or POLI 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar  

POST 4150 Psychology and Sustainability: Attitudes and 

Behaviour 

3 

or PSYC 4150 Psychology and Sustainability: Attitudes and 

Behaviour 

POST 3110 Applied Sustainability Seminar  3 

  

Select one of the following: 3 

GEOG 3220 Urban Planning and Politics  

PHIL 3118 Ethics and Public Policy  

POLI 3500 Public Debates in Politics  

   

ECON 3100 Economics of Sustainability Policy 

AGRI 4298 World Trends in Agriculture  

  

POLI 2150 States, Markets and Globalization: International 

Political Economy 

 

POST 2140 CityLab3 – Rethinking Community  

POST 2150 CityLab6 Cultivating Community (6 credits)  

POST 2900 Special Topics  

3000 and 4000 Level  

POST 3110 Applied Sustainability Seminar  3 

POST 3300 Sustainability Challenges: Public Policy and the 

Common Good 

3 

POST 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar  3 

or POLI 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar 

POST 4150 Psychology and Sustainability: Attitudes and 

Behaviour 

3 

or PSYC 4150 Psychology and Sustainability: Attitudes and Behaviour 

Select one of the following: 3 

GEOG 3220 Urban Planning and Politics  

PHIL 3118 Ethics and Public Policy  

POLI 3500 Public Debates in Politics  

ECON 3100 Economics of Sustainability Policy 

AGRI 4298 World Trends in Agriculture  

Total Credits 27  

  
 

Deleted: II

Deleted: II

Deleted: Policy 

Deleted: I

Deleted: or GEOG 3220

Deleted: Urban Planning and Politics

Deleted: two 

Deleted: 6

Deleted: POST 3100

Deleted: Economics of Sustainability Policy

Deleted: or 

Deleted: or POST 4298

https://courseoutlines.kpu.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=6009&Source=https%3A%2F%2Fcourseoutlines%2Ekpu%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopment%2FAllItems%2Easpx%3FRootFolder%3D%252Fsites%252Fcourseoutlines%252Flibrary%252FLists%252FDevelopment%252FPolitical%2520Science%26FolderCTID%3D0x012000D5A08DAD898A1A459BAA82655FB4FA1C%26View%3D%257B3FF26DB6%2D6861%2D4E87%2D82B3%2D37EF94F9B40C%257D&ContentTypeId=0x0100ED7AB662F798DE43A40FFA5C988043FD00A0471DCEE206C64A865D8DEAE40E73D2
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Policy Studies Program Change 2021 

 

Total Credits 27  

  
 

 
 

List any new, revised or discontinued courses associated with this program change 

Course 
Subject Code 

Course 
Number 

Descriptive Title, 
hyperlinked to course outline 

New, Revised, or Discontinued 

POST 1100 Sustainability and Ethics (cross-listed with PHIL 1111) Revised 

PHIL  1111 Sustainability and Ethics (cross-listed with POST 1100) Revised 

POST 2100 Sustainability and Government (cross-listed with POLI 2100) Discontinued 

POLI 2100 Sustainability and Government (cross-listed with POST 2100) Revised to de-cross-list 

POST 2200 Collective Power: Taking Action on Public Issues New course (replacement) 

POST 3110 Applied Sustainability Seminar Revised 

POST 3300 Sustainability Challenges: Public Policy and the Common Good New course (replacement) 

POST 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar (cross-listed with POLI 4110) Revised 

POLI 4110 Applied Public Policy Seminar (cross-listed with POST 4110) Revised 
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Agenda Item Proposed Curriculum Orientation Project 

  

Action Requested Discussion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

N/A 

  

Context & 
Background 

Discussion at prior SSCC meetings suggests that faculty are often 
inadequately prepared for the role of developing, reviewing and approving 
curriculum, yet the governance structure is dependent upon them to do so. 
The need for training and resource(s) to educate faculty on curriculum 
design and change processes has been suggested.  
 
Following this dialogue, the Teaching and Learning Commons embarked on 
consultation with the Faculty level curriculum committees. The proposed 
professional development aims to support those who serve on committees 
that review and approve curriculum, from the departmental level up 
through SSCC.  

  

Key Messages 
Faculty have expressed interest in training and resources to support their 
work related to curriculum development and approval. 

  

Consultations 
After reaching out to Faculty Curriculum Committees we received written 
feedback from the School of Arts, Business, Design, Science and Trades, and 
attended a curriculum meeting of the Faculty of Health. 

  

Attachments Tentative course outline 

  

Submitted by Leeann Waddington and Chris Ryan  

Date submitted. February 18, 2021 

  



Required Module: Foundations

Basics of KPU governance

Constructive alignment (more in Module 1)

Evaluating learning (more in Module 2)

Assessing alignment (more in Module 3)

Curriculum Committee Training
 

Module 2: Docs & Procedures

Locating resources

Timelines, protocols and specific 

processes

Completing documentation

Completing documentation for 

implementation

Program Review within curriculum 

development

Differences with Course Review

Where to locate further resources

Module 3: Program Review

Tentative Outline

Locating Resources

Program mapping 

PLO vs CLO 

Curriculum Design Theory

Module 1: Course Design Essentials
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Agenda Item AC10 Development and Change of Senate-Approved Programs 

  

Action Requested Discussion 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

N/A 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

Context & 
Background 

In fall, 2020, David Burns (Vice-Chair, Senate) and Josephine Chan (Special 
Assistant to the Provost) conducted a comprehensive pre-development 
consultation tour in preparation for the rewriting of Policy and Procedure 
AC10, now coming forward for consultation under the new title 
Development and Change of Senate-Approved Programs. That tour included 
discussion of general priorities for revision and specific issues raised by 
faculty councils, committees and stakeholder groups across KPU. A revised 
policy and procedure is attached here for consideration. 

  

Key Messages 1. The process for the development of new programs has been shortened. 

2. The role of the Provost’s office has been increased to foster integrated 
decision making and coordination, particularly with support systems 
outside of academic units. 

3. The policy has been made more concise and clear so that future 
disagreements about its meaning focused. 

4. Stress-testing thought experiments, or scenarios, are included to 
encourage consideration of the implications of the proposed policy for 
future crises. 

5. Responses are included to each recorded piece of feedback received 
during the pre-development consultation tour. While these were 
collected by Ms. Chan, the responses represent the perspective of the 
Vice-Chair. 

  

Consultations 1. Consultation Feedback Log (Fall 2020) with responses. 
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Attachments 1. Draft Policy AC10 Development and Change of Senate-Approved 
Programs 

2. Draft Policy AC10 Procedure 

3. Draft Appendix A – Requirements for Proposals for Suspension and 
Discontinuance 

4. Stress Testing Thought Experiments 

5. Consultation Feedback Log (Fall 2020) with responses 

6. Draft Policy Timeline 

  

Submitted by Dr. David Burns 

Date submitted February 23, 2021 
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 Policy History 

 Policy No. 

AC10 

 Approving Jurisdiction:  

Board of Governors, with Senate advice 

 Administrative Responsibility: 

Provost and Vice President Academic 

 Effective Date: 

January 1, 2022 

 

Development and Change of Senate-Approved Programs 

Policy 
 

 

A. CONTEXT AND PURPOSE 

KPU is a special purpose, teaching university under the University Act. The University Act (RSBC 1996), 
Chapter 468, section 35.2 (6) (b) and (6) (d) addresses the issue of program establishment, revision or 
suspension and prioritization as follows:  

“The senate of a special purpose, teaching university must advise the board, and the board must seek 
advice from the senate, on the development of educational policy for the following matters:  

(b) the establishment, revision or discontinuance of courses and programs at the special 
purpose teaching university;  

(d) the priorities for implementation of new programs and courses leading to certificates, 
diplomas or degrees;”  

B. SCOPE AND LIMITS 
 

This Policy and its related Procedures apply to proposals for new Senate-approved programs (program 
development) as well as the revision, suspension or discontinuance of all Senate-approved programs 
(program change). 

 

C. STATEMENT OF POLICY PRINCIPLES 
 

1. The University has strategic and academic plans against which program development and 
change should be evaluated. 

2. Program development and change should be undertaken by the governance system 
transparently and through meaningfully shared decision-making among stakeholders. 

3. The program development and change process is integrated, through the Office of the Provost 
and Vice President, Academic, with the University’s support services (such as Marketing, the 
Office of the Registrar, etc.) to enable not only timely passage of academic programming but 
also effective coordination with the service areas needed to make new and changed programs 
successful. 
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4. The Office of the Provost and Vice President Academic coordinates and empowers program 
development and, together with the Proponent, is jointly responsible for new program 
proposals. 

5. Development and change proposals should include consideration of the impact of the given 
proposal on students and the University community, and should provide plans solve or mitigate 
negative impacts. 

6. Development and change proposals may be brought forward by a Dean, Director, or the Provost 
and Vice President Academic, or by a Department, School, or Faculty (or a committee of one of 
these bodies), and will be submitted for consideration to the governing bodies as outlined in the 
procedures.  

7. Program development and change will be communicated to all interested stakeholders, 
including government as appropriate.  

8. Students enrolled in a discontinued program will be provided with every opportunity to 
complete the program per the timelines outlined in Policy AR16 Requirements for Graduation. 

9. Proposals for program change should be approved by Senate concurrently with all needed 
changes to the implicated courses. 

D. DEFINITIONS  

Refer to Section A of AC10 Development and Change of Senate-Approved Programs Procedure for a list 
of definitions in support of this Policy.  

E. RELATED POLICIES & LEGISLATION 
 

AC3 Program Review 
AC14 KPU Credential Framework 
AR16 Requirements for Graduation 
GV9 Establishment and/or Discontinuance of Faculties and Departments  
University Act [RSBC 1996], Chapter 468, section 35.2 (6) (b), (6) (d)  
 

F. RELATED PROCEDURES 
 
Refer to the AC10 Development and Change of Senate-Approved Programs Procedure 
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 Policy History 

 Policy No. 

AC10 

 Approving Jurisdiction: 

Board of Governors, with Senate advice 

 Administrative Responsibility: 

Provost and Vice-President, Academic 

 Effective Date: 

January 1, 2022 

 

Development and Change of Senate-Approved Programs 

Procedure 
 

 

A. DEFINITIONS 
 

1.  Department: An educational administrative sub-unit of a Faculty and/or 
School within a university dealing with a particular field of 
knowledge.  

2.  Faculty: An educational administrative division constituted by the Board 
of the University. 

3.  Intake Cancellation: Closing a program to registration for a single program intake 
cycle. Intake cancellation is an emergency action subject to 
regulation in AC10’s procedures. 

4.  Program: A defined set of courses of instruction that lead to a credential 
approved by KPU Senate. A program or units of study also 
consists of a) a unit of study, under the governance of Senate, 
that results in the granting of a degree or a non-degree 
credential or b) a unit of study that constitutes the designation 
of major or minor, or c) a unit of study that constitutes a 
department (see Policy AC3, Program Review). 

5.  Program Discontinuance: Permanent closure of a program which includes removal from 
future academic calendars and cessation of admission or 
declaration to the designated program.  

6.  Program Suspension: A temporary cessation of a program whereby students will not 
be admitted to or declare into a program for a defined period of 
time. 

7.  Revision: Any changes to a program that require re-approval by Senate. 

8.  School: An educational administrative division that may be constituted 
by the Board of the University to function in the full capacity of a 
Faculty. Alternatively, a School may be an educational 
administrative unit which functions within a Faculty, similar to a 
Department.  
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B. PROCEDURES 

1. Proposing New Programs 
a. A proponent and their Dean propose development of a new program to the Provost [or 

designate] with a Concept Paper. 

b. The Provost, after consulting with other senior leaders and services areas as the Provost 
deems necessary, determines whether development of the new program should 
proceed. If so, the Provost will name a designate to coordinate the program 
development process and will authorize the Office of Planning and Accountability to 
produce a Feasibility Report to be included in the Concept Paper. 

c. The Provost determines, on receipt of the Feasibility Report, whether the proposal is 
viable. 

i. For new degrees: if the program is judged to be viable the proponent and 
Provost’s designate together author, if required by the Ministry, a Stage 1 
Review. The Concept Paper and Stage 1 Review may, if authorized by the 
Provost, proceed concurrently with the Full Program Proposal. 

ii. For new non-degrees: if a program is judged to be viable the process proceeds 
to step d. 

iii. For new minor degrees or honours degrees, in fields of study for which KPU 
already has a major program: the Provost will, if the program is deemed viable, 
indicate whether the program should be proposed through a Program Revision 
or Full Program Proposal (step f). 

d. The proponent and Provost’s designate seek the approval of the Concept Paper by the 
relevant Faculty Council and Senate (on the advice of the Senate Standing Committee on 
Academic Planning and Priorities and, if the program is at the graduate level, the Senate 
Standing Committee on Research and Graduate Studies). 

e. The Senate forwards endorsed Concept Paper (and, if applicable, Stage 1 Review) to the 
Board of Governors for approval. Stage 1 Reviews are also submitted to the Ministry for 
approval to proceed to the Full Program Proposal Stage. 

f. The Proponent drafts the Full Program Proposal and requests Curriculum Consultation 
Forms from other academic areas. 

g. The Provost (or designate) consults with relevant service areas and collects impact 
assessments. The procedure for the collection of service area feedback and support can 
be determined by the Provost and is outside the scope of Senate policy. 

h. The Provost and Proponent jointly seek the approval of the Full Program Proposal from 
the relevant Faculty Council, which forwards the endorsed proposal to Senate for 
approval. 

i. Senate’s standing committees on Curriculum and University Budget review the Full 
Program Proposal and provide advice to Senate. If the program is at the graduate level, 
the SSC Research and Graduate Studies also provides advice. 

j. The Senate forwards endorsed program proposals to the Board of Governors for 
approval, and to the Ministry for ministerial consent. 
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k. The Proponent, Dean and Provost (or designate) continue to collaborate in the 
preparing the program for implementation. 

2. Revising Programs 

a. Program revisions at KPU begin either 1) as actions arising from an approved Quality 
Assurance Plan developed through the program review process or 2) in response to 
specific issue whose solution cannot be delayed until a Program Review. 

b. A Proponent acting in response to either (1) or (2) consults with the Office of the 
Provost to determine what documents and processes will be required by the Ministry of 
Advanced Education, Skills and Training. The timeline for approval may vary based on 
the approval process requested by the Ministry. 

c. In addition to the processes required by the Ministry, the proponent prepares a 
program change form. 

d. The Proponent seeks approval from their respective Faculty Council, which then 
forwards the proposal to the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum. If the program 
is at the graduate level, the SSC Research and Graduate Studies also provides advice. 

e.  The Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum reviews the proposal and forwards to 
Senate for approval. 

 
3. Cancelling Intakes, Suspending Programs, and Discontinuing Programs 

a. Cancelling Intakes 

i. A Dean, in consultation with the Provost, may cancel intakes for up to a full 
academic year if: 

1) the number students applying for the intake is too small to meet the 
program’s learning outcomes or to maintain financial viability, or 

2) access to key learning activities or resources has unexpectedly been 
compromised, or 

3) funding on which the program relies has unexpectedly been lost. 

ii. Any further cancellation of intakes requires the approval of Senate on the 
advice of the Senate Standing Committee on Academic Planning and Priorities. 

b. Suspending and Discontinuing Programs 

i. A Department, Faculty, Dean or Provost may propose that a program be 
suspended for a defined period of time, or that it be permanently discontinued. 
Such proposals must include the information included in Appendix A and will be 
adjudicated through the following approval process: 

1) The Proponent sends the proposal to the relevant Faculty Council 
which, if it endorses the proposal, forwards it to the Senate Standing 
Committee on Academic Planning and Priorities [SSC APP] and Senate 
Standing Committee on the University Budget [SSC UB]. 

2) The above-named committees (including the Faculty Council) provide 
their advice to Senate, which considers either approval (for 
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suspensions) or recommendation to the Board of Governors for 
approval (for discontinuances). 

3) A proposal that discontinues the only program in a Department or 
Faculty may concurrently discontinue the given Department or Faculty if 
this consequence is explicitly stated the in approved proposal. 
 

 
 

 

C. RELATED POLICY 
AC3 Program Review 
AC14 KPU Credential Framework 
AR16 Requirements for Graduation 
GV9 Establishment and/or Discontinuance of Faculties and Departments  
University Act [RSBC 1996], Chapter 468, section 35.2 (6) (b), (6) (d)  
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Appendix A – Requirements for Proposals for Suspension or Discontinuance 
 

A proposal to suspend a program must include the following information:  

i. All impacted credentials and specific discipline or field of study;  

ii. Location(s) of the program;  

iii. Faculty, Department, or School offering the program;  

iv. Proposed date for suspension, a notification period for students, faculty and staff, and a 
date for review of the suspension;  

v. Reasons for suspension, such as:  

1) Insufficient resources  

2) Lack of enrolment demand  

3) Curricular issues  

4) Inability to provide appropriate institutional support   

vi. Plan for suspension, including:  

1) Proposed review date to reinstate or discontinue the suspended program  

2) Steps that will be taken to consult with faculty and staff  

3) Steps that will be taken to consult with students  

4) Steps that will be taken to ensure students in the program have the opportunity 
to complete the program  

5) Steps that will be taken to ensure consultation with other impacted departments, 

Faculties, and units;  

6) Steps to compensate for damage to medium term enrolment (particularly for 
limited intake and cohort programs) 

vii. Draft Calendar entry detailing suspension of admissions / declaration to the program;  

viii. Name, title, phone number and email address of the institutional contact in case more 

information is required (normally, the Dean of the Faculty in which the program is 
housed);  

ix. Endorsement by the Provost.  

 

A proposal to discontinue a program must include the following:  

i. All impacted credentials and specific discipline or field of study;  

ii. Location(s) of the program;  

iii. Faculty, Department, or School offering the program;  

iv. Anticipated final date of discontinuance;  

 v.  Reasons for discontinuance of the program, such as:  
1) Insufficient financial resources  

2) Lack of enrolment demand  

3) Curricular issues relating to the decline in quality or the inability to meet required 
program outcomes  

4) Inability to provide appropriate institutional support  
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vi.  Plan for phasing-out of program, including:  

1) Steps taken to consult with faculty and staff regarding phasing out  

2) Steps taken to consult with students regarding phasing out  

3) Steps taken to ensure students in the program have the opportunity to complete 
the program  

4) Steps taken to consult with other impacted departments, Faculties, and units;  

5) Impact on and/or reorganization of curriculum in cognate disciplines  

6) Timeline of activities  

 

vii.  Name, title, phone number and email address of the institutional contact person in case 

more information is required (normally, the Dean of the Faculty in which the program is 
housed).  

viii. Potential legal implications as a result of the program discontinuance;  

ix. Endorsement by the Provost.  
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Stress Testing Thought Experiments 
AC10 Policy and Procedure 

EACH OF THE FOLLOWING CASES IS A CARICATURE OR EXAGGERATION INTENDED TO TEST THE WAYS IN WHICH THE PROPOSED POLICY AND 

PROCEDURES WOULD REACT TO EXTREME CASES. 

 

Case 1 – Manufactured enrolment crisis 
A Dean/Provost decides that a particular program needs to be discontinued but does not wish to face 
the arguments for and against that proposal. This person, instead, wishes to cause the program to be 
empty by cancelling the intakes each term and then, years later, pretending the program was failing to 
fill its classes. 
 

Under the proposed policy and procedures, this Dean would be limited to cancelling one 
academic year’s intakes and then would be forced either to initiate formal protocols of 

suspension or discontinuance (in which case they would be obliged to publicly state their arguments as 
required under procedure 3.b) or to request further cancellations (obliging public argument under 
3.a.ii). 
 

Case 2 – Not facing facts 
A program is disinterested in addressing the problems it faces in its program and so refuses to engage 
seriously with efforts to either reform program quality or bring program cost into a viable range. 
 

Under the proposed policy and procedures, this program could have a suspension or 
discontinuance proposed by its Faculty Council (as is also the case in the existing policy). This act 

would, if the proposal stated so explicitly, also close the Department itself if the program was the only 
program in the Department (as per procedure 3.b.i.4)). A more automatic version of this language was 
included in the previous policy. The Senate receives the decisions of the Faculty Council and standing 
committees as advice and so the policy does not prevent Senate from enacting a decision that conflicted 
with the decision of the Faculty Council in question. 
 

Case 3 – Program by ambush 
A program is proposed by a proponent who does not seek to collect feedback from other areas of the 
University community and instead develops their proposal in isolation. 
 

In addition to the normal requirement for the collection of curriculum consultation (which is 
submitted to Senate as part of the proposal) the proposed policy and procedure also requires 

participation by the Provost’s office at the beginning of the process. The Provost or, more likely, a 
designate of the Provost, will be responsible for the early expansion of consultation to all relevant 
service areas. The way in which this consultation is constructed is intentionally left to the Provost to 
determine so that administrative bodies – such as Academic Council – may be employed to create and 
sustain administrative processes to operate in tandem with the general Senate approval process. 
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Case 4 – I have the power 
A new senior executive claims to have the authority, through some loophole observed in policy, to fast-
track discontinuance. 
 

The proposed policy and procedures have reduced dramatically the language used to describe the 
suspension and discontinuance processes (procedure 3.b). This will reduce the scope for the 

assertion of extreme interpretations of policies. Standing committees clearly provide advice to Senate, 
and Senate either approves a suspension or recommends a discontinuance to the Board. 
 

Case 5 – Government want that program yesterday 
A new government indicates that KPU is the most appropriate institution for a new and urgently needed 
program. How long will it take? 
 

The new policy and procedures reduce time it takes to approve a program by replacing linear 
approval steps with concurrent approval steps and, in particular, by allowing a program already 

supported by government to be approved dramatically faster than is currently the case. In cases 
deemed appropriate under Ministry regulation, as indicated by the Provost, the two phases (Concept 
and Full Program) can occur at the same time. 
 

Case 6 – I have a doomed but time-intensive idea 
A faculty member has an academically valuable idea for a program that won’t work – either because 
government won’t support it or because KPU can’t fund the cost associated with it. 

 
Under the proposed policy and procedure this idea would be reviewed for viability by the Provost 
early in the process, both as a concept (at the first stage) and then after the Feasibility Report. If, 

by chance, the Dean and Provost fail to see that this proposal won’t, in full form, be supportable, this 
should arise in the broader administrative consultations undertaken early in the proposed process. 
 

Case 7 – Early warning for faculty 
A program is running at a cost, or at a size, unsustainable for the University but no one will tell the 
faculty in the program. 
 

The proposed policy will not address this issue. AC10 can only address what happens when the 
governance system is triggered by a proposal. The only remedy to this lack of information and 

clarity is the provision of information and clarity, bidirectionally, between Deans / Provost and faculty. 
This is a day-to-day culture of conversation that can be fostered only in committees of the Faculty 
Councils and Departments. 
 

Case 8 – Check and balances 
A group of faculty feel like the University has it out for them and that the decision to close their program 
down was made secretly long ago and that the Senate won’t stand up to protect them when the 
proposal is finally public. They feel like there is no check on these kinds of decisions. 
 

The proposed policy is clearer about the ways in which a program can experience cancellation, 
suspension or discontinuance, but the check and balance on proposals has always been, and will 
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continue to be, the body politic itself. No policy can prevent people from taking easy votes, failing to 
critique proposals, or asking tough questions. The only remedy to the feeling that the system doesn’t 
have the right checks on proposals is to run for Senate and become one of those checks. 
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Draft Policy and Procedure AC10 
Consultation Feedback (Fall 2020) 

 
Date Stakeholder Feedback (Governance/Policy) Responses from Dr. Burns Feedback 

(Operational/Procedural) 
Responses from Dr. Burns 

September 
22, 2020 

Dr. Lori 
McElroy 

 There needs to be clarity 
around which committee 
needs to approve what. E.g. 
Concept for SSCAPP, but not 
SSCC, but full PPP goes to 
SSCC, but not SSCAPP 

 

After discussion with Dr. 
McElroy, we have settled on 
a concept stage that can, if 
Government agrees, 
proceeed concurrently with 
FPP. 

 

 Do not agree with 
removing the concept 
paper requirement for 
any proposals. The 
concept is required in 
order to assess the 
proposed program’s 
feasibility and fit with 
KPU. 

 Point 5 in the memo: Do 
note that the Ministry’s 
Stage 1 document could 
change at any time. We 
had designed the entire 
process and then Stage 
1 was introduced. What 
happens if they change 
Stage 1 (or omit it)? 

2nd bullet: Excellent point – Stage 
1 is now explicitly listed as a side-
process rather than as a linear 
step in our internal process. 

September 
22, 2020 

Zena Mitchell  Point 7 in the memo: 
regarding “cancellation of 
intake, suspension of program, 
and discontinuance of 
program”, these all need 
better definitions as well. 
People are constantly asking, 
“What exactly is the difference 
between the three?” 

o When a program is 
discontinued, the 
necessary steps to 
ensure it is “fully” 
discontinued are not 
carried. Case in point -

Not all three were previously 
defined (they are now), and 
all three are in the main 
body of a more concise 
procedure – which I expect 
will encourage 
understanding of the 
difference. 

 Since the Senate has no 
administrative power (it 
merely decides things) I 
think we need to flag 
this for follow up by the 
Office of the Provost. 

 

 Add another priority 
statement that ensures 
operational 
considerations are taken 
into account and 
properly outlined. 
Effective dates matter. 
Particularly when it 
comes to being able to 
articulate the impact for 
students.  

 Add another priority 
statement that ensures 
the ripple effects of 
establishment / 

 For sure – I have added 
principle 3. 

 Sub-bullet re: relevant steps 
involved in ‘launching a 
program’ - I assume this 
document that these things 
will always change (admin is 
complex and fluid). The role 
of the Provost’s office in 
being a co-proponent is 
meant to address this by 
building admin. leadership 
early. This shouldn’t be up 
to Senate to decide 
(marketing, for instance). 
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Date Stakeholder Feedback (Governance/Policy) Responses from Dr. Burns Feedback 
(Operational/Procedural) 

Responses from Dr. Burns 

- we have credentials 
languishing in the 
University calendar 
that have not been 
offered / awarded in 
years.  

 
 
 
 

 

discontinuance are 
identified. For example,  
o when a new program 

is approved, I 
regularly hear 
“What’s next?” and 
people are uncertain 
how to go about 
marketing the 
program, recruiting 
for the first intake, 
opening applications 
for admission, pulling 
Marketing and other 
relevant services 
areas into the fold to 
assist with 
promotion. Perhaps 
the Procedures could 
provide relevant 
steps involved in 
‘launching a 
program’. Either that 
or the guide for 
program 
development and 
program change 
needs to be included 
as an appendix / 
annex to the 
procedures so they 
are deliberately 
linked (and reviewed 
/ updated whenever 
the 
Policy/Procedures 
are up for review).  
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Date Stakeholder Feedback (Governance/Policy) Responses from Dr. Burns Feedback 
(Operational/Procedural) 

Responses from Dr. Burns 

September 
22, 2020 

Terri 
Chanyungco 

   Over the years, Space 
Admin has been asked 
to provide input to the 
curriculum consultation 
process for DESN, HUC, 
and ECON between 
August 2016 to fall 
2019. The amount of 
information provided 
has varied significantly. 
HUC submitted only a 
Program Revision form, 
but did provide a 
response to a request 
for addition 
information. ECON and 
DESN provided more 
information, some of 
which was the same, ie. 
Concept Papers, and 
some of which was 
different, ie. Feasibility 
Assessment (ECON), 
Overview (DESN) and 
AVED Stage 1 Review 
(DESN).   

 A problem with the 
information provided is 
that there is no specific 
section for incremental 
space requirements. As 
a consequence, Space 
Admin has to either 
infer space needs from 
the information 
provided (which isn’t 
always possible) or 

The proposed policy has the 
Provost [or designate] taking 
over a bit more of this kind of 
coordination so that the 
administration can own and 
coordinate this without having to 
return to Senate to update forms. 
Put simply, the administration 
should be empowered to simply 
create protocol for this as an 
interaction between the Provo 
and the Space Admin team. 
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Date Stakeholder Feedback (Governance/Policy) Responses from Dr. Burns Feedback 
(Operational/Procedural) 

Responses from Dr. Burns 

request more 
information from the 
proponent (which we 
probably shouldn’t do 
because it is a 
modification to the 
approved Curriculum 
Consultation process). A 
further consequence is 
that Space Admin has 
had to modify the 
Curriculum Consultation 
form to create a new 
category, Additional 
Information Required.   

 It would be very helpful 
if there was a section in 
the Curriculum 
Consultation documents 
that specifically asks the 
proponent for the space 
requirements of the 
new 
major/minor/program 
and whether they can 
be accommodated 
within a Faculty’s 
existing space. If not, 
what sort of renovations 
to current space will be 
required, or how much 
incremental space, with 
what physical attributes 
will be required.   

September 
30, 2020 

SSC Policy  Differentiate and distinguish 
the operational aspect and 
governance aspect in the 

 This is one of the 
motivating comments in 
the rewrite. I took this 
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Date Stakeholder Feedback (Governance/Policy) Responses from Dr. Burns Feedback 
(Operational/Procedural) 

Responses from Dr. Burns 

Policy (see Zena’s comment 
above from Sept 22, 2020). 

 There is a desire to separate 
AC10 into two separate 
policies: 1) 
establishment/revision, 2) 
suspension/discontinuance.  

 What are other PSIs doing in 
terms of expediting the new 
program development 
process? (i.e. drawing best 
practices, technology). 

point very seriously. The 
academic content 
process (Senate) and the 
academic support 
process (Provo/Admin) 
are now more clearly 
separated. 

 Taking the “include this 
in the proposal” section 
cut so much out of the 
document that I was 
able to keep both 
components in the 
policy whilst making it 
shorter and clearer. 

 One of the key savings I 
saw was reducing the 
linearity of our process. 
We had, for instance, 
committee A coming 
before committee B 
when there was no 
reason the two couldn’t 
occur at the same time. 

October 1, 
2020 

FSH 
Curriculum 
Committee 

 Separating into two policies is 
a good idea (one for 
establishment/revision, and 
another for 
suspension/discontinuance)  

 Clarify the role of PUE – PUE 
should not be approving 
curriculum. Rather, this should 
reside with the Provost.  

 Current step 5 of the AC10 
flowchart: SSCC does not see 
the curriculum component of 
the FPP until very late in the 
process (well beyond concept 
stage, Faculty 

 The policy, substantially 
reduced and made 
concise, shouldn’t 
require division 
anymore. 

 The new policy asks the 
Provost to consult 
executive/admin bodies 
as needed, not PUE as a 
body of non-public 
approval. 

 This is a tough one – we 
can’t do this whilst also 
making it all shorter. It 
may help to note that 
SSCC never permanently 
defeats programs – it 

 Some D-forms seem 
repetitive – can they be 
streamlined and further 
clarified? 

 Flowchart is 
overwhelming – can 
some of the 
administrative steps be 
streamlined? What 
about a higher-level 
flowchart and then have 
the operational steps be 
outlined separately? 

 Is there a way to 
identify who owns each 

 This isn’t in the policy itself, 
but I have conducted and 
attached an analysis of the 
backend form structure. The 
new Concept Template is 
going to combine the 
concept paper and Feasibility 
Report Request, among 
other things. 

 The flowchart is gone. 

 The Proponent and Provost 
are given specific roles. 
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Council/CurrCom). Sometimes 
SSCC catches critical curricular 
issues too late. Could SSCC be 
looking at the concept as well? 

only asks for curricular 
revisions. If you must 
have a committee at the 
end of a process (which 
we have to) you want it 
to be the one that 
doesn’t say, “no and 
never” like APP 
conceivably might when 
it determines if a 
program is in the 
mandate of KPU. 

step of the process? 
Who to contact and who 
will be responsible to 
completing each step?  
 

October 2, 
2020 

SSC on 
University 
Budget 

 What does the “early warning 
mechanism” look like? 

 The Provost is included, 
and asked to consult, at 
the first step.  

  

October 5, 
2020 

School of 
Business 
Curriculum 
Committee 

 What happens to when there 
is a sudden decision making 
change in a key point during 
the process? How can we best 
anticipate this early on in the 
process so we are not 
“surprised” by the time we hit 
the critical points of the 
process?  

 Why are we having to do the 
exact process twice? (concept 
and FPP)? Are we over-
consulting here?  

 The faculty and 
administration are 
partners from step 1 in 
this process (rather than 
having faculty drive until 
midway through the 
process). 

 The reason this happens 
is that Government 
require it. If Government 
(through the Provo) 
doesn’t require it, these 
two can now be done 
concurrently. 

 Current process is too 
lengthy. Can some of 
our internal process be 
streamlined? 

 Opportunity to consult 
with advisors 
somewhere in the 
process? 

 How much of this 
process is linear? From a 
project planning view, 
we should be able to do 
certain things 
concurrently. There are 
lots of steps that can be 
streamlined via 
concurrent approval 
processes.   

 Can we compress any 
forms because they 
seem to be duplicated in 
many ways? 

 Some of the forms are being 
combined, linear approvals 
at committee are now 
concurrent, and the Concept 
and FPP stages can be 
combined if Government 
permits. 

 This could be added to the 
service consult the Provost is 
free to structure under the 
proposed policy. 

 It was entirely linear. The 
boxes have been collapsed 
and made mostly concurrent 
until the voting starts. Even 
then, SSCC and APP aren’t 
one after the other anymore. 
All standing committees 
deliberate at the same time. 

 The forms aren’t part of the 
policy, strictly speaking, but I 
have reviewed that backend 
structure of our form system 
and am working on 
combining forms. The 
concept and feasibility 
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report request are a good 
example of this. 

October 5, 
2020 

School of 
Design 
Faculty 
Council 

 When programs are being put 
through the cancellation 
process, often times faculty 
feel like they don’t get 
“warned” early enough and by 
the time they see it, there is a 
chance it is too late. The early 
warning mechanism can also 
be a pipeline of 
communication for faculty 
(rather than just purely an 
administrative mechanism). 
What details of this “early 
warning mechanism” are 
available to faculty? How do 
we have less people feeling 
“surprised” by the time it hits 
our governance process?   

 What about an “early warning 
mechanism” for cancellation 
of intakes, program 
suspension and 
discontinuance?   

 Is there a mechanism (similar 
to the early warning 
mechanism) where faculty can 
be part of the exploration of a 
solution, before a program is 
being proposed for the 
cancellation of intakes, 
program suspension, or 
discontinuance? Is there an 
opportunity for faculty to be 
engaged in that early warning 
process?   

Because this is a governance 
policy it won’t change how 
the process works prior to 
governance being involved. 
That having been said, the 
intake cancellation 
mechanism is now limited so 
that the conversation about 
structural change is forced 
after cancellation has been 
used for 1 academic year. 
 
That having been said, the 
solution to this lies in how 
well the faculty and 
administration share 
information on an ongoing 
basis as part of our daily 
work. Further action in some 
other context? 

 Appendix A – The 
process can be 
streamlined by 
shortening the steps or 
making the steps 
concurrent.   

 What constitutes a 
substantive change? 
That needs to be further 
clarified.   
 

 I have done so. 

 Because the Government 
doesn’t tell us what this 
means all we can do in the 
context of this policy is ask 
that the Provo check early in 
the process with 
Government. 
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 Our process actually 
discourages faculty from 
wanting to make program 
revisions because “it takes too 
long to take them through”. 
This is problematic as we need 
to ensure the quality of our 
programs by making necessary 
program revisions.   

October 9, 
2020 

Josephine 
Chan 

 What about an institutional 
dashboard (as suggested by 
Ministry in the past, so they 
can get a sense of new 
programs being developed at 
each PSIs).  

 Often, we hear from 
curriculum developers much 
later on asking if the proposed 
changes will trigger Ministry's 
review (after months of work 
that have already been done). 
Should the question be raised 
much earlier on?  Would it 
help curriculum developers if 
they know what the 
parameters are early on so 
they don't make unnecessarily 
drastic curriculum revisions 
that may trigger Ministry's 
involvement? Do we have a 
set of "institutional agreed 
upon" set of criteria, aligning 
with Ministry's guidelines, that 
help determine what are 
minor/substantive curricular 
changes?  

 Under the new 
procedure the Provost’s 
office will be involved in 
each and every new 
program so that they 
will know, for a fact, 
which programs are at 
what stage of 
development. This could 
be posted widely easily 
if we looped the Provo 
in as proposed. 

 Yes, the proposed 
process would give the 
Provost’s office enough 
information early on to 
conduct Ministry 
consultations far earlier 
in the process. 

 The committees and 
consultations are far 
more concurrent in the 
proposed policy, and the 
Concept/FPP stages can 
be concurrent if 
Government permits. 

 I have added a principle 
to require this. 

 Can we define more 
concrete criteria as to 
what are "substantive 
changes"?  

 Currently in the 
flowchart, it doesn't 
clearly outline the 
process for changing 
credential name for 
non-degrees (this is 
silent).  

 Should we map out the 
process for proposing a 
tuition level change 
(with program 
changes)? Proponents 
need to determine who 
to go to for this 
question (Finance).  

 Early consult on 
program changes – if 
they may include 
substantive changes, 
should the proponent 
have a discussion 
together with the 
Provost, OREG and 
governance as a first 

 Because the Government 
doesn’t tell us what this 
means all we can do in the 
context of this policy is ask 
that the Provo check early in 
the process with 
Government. 
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 How can we make our 
governance process not so 
"linear"?  

 Clarify the process between 
course and program (e.g. 
when to discontinue courses if 
a program is being proposed 
for discontinuance? And when 
should courses be approved if 
a new program is being 
proposed?)  

 AC13 Minimum faculty 
qualifications – new proposals 
(including new minors and 
significant revisions of a 
program) should include 
minimum faculty 
qualifications. Indicate how 
the Faculty resources will 
meet those needs and what 
hiring is required to ensure 
that personnel needs are met. 
Once a program is approved 
for implementation, the 
qualifications can be sent to 
FC and Senate for approval as 
per AC13.  

 This should be flagged 
for addition to the FPP 
form. 

step? This is to avoid 
having the proponent 
"run around" for 
feedback and not having 
everyone on the "same 
page".  Alternatively, if 
they are not meant to 
be substantive changes 
(altering program 
objectives, etc.), that 
should be 
communicated early on 
before work is being 
done to make the 
program revisions.  
 

October 
14, 2020 

SSC on 
Curriculum 

 Why are program suspension 
proposals going to Senate only 
as an FYI, but program 
discontinuance goes to Senate 
for recommendation to the 
Board for approval? 

 Clarify roles of SSCs as they 
pertain to the AC10 workflow  

 Excellent point – both 
now go to Senate for the 
same process. 

 I have indicated that the 
SSCs provide advice to 
Senate (none approves, 
none is more 
responsible than the 
other). 

 Curriculum process – 
TLC support and 
expertise  
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 To establish guidelines for 
program approvals 
(committee mandate)  

 After AC10 passage this 
guide will be revised and 
will come to SSCC. 

October 
19, 2020 

School of 
Business 
Faculty 
Council 

 Conveyed general support for 
the points offered in the 
memo. 

 GV9 should also be reviewed 
and clarified. 

 What is the role/responsibility 
of PUE in the AC10 process?  

 Non-actionable 

 Yes, out of scope for this 
context. 

 It should have a role in 
advising the President 
and executive, not 
voting on approval. This 
is reflected in the 
proposed language. 

 There is a need for 
better coordination in 
the AC10 process. 

 Coordination begins 
immediately in the proposed 
policy. 

October 
21, 2020 

Dr. Sandy 
Vanderburgh, 
Dr. Lori 
McElroy, Dr. 
David 
Florkowski 

 There are concerns about the 
removal of the concept 
document (as it also relates to 
Stage 1 of the process).   

 Agreed with the feasibility 
assessment at the concept 
stage, and emphasized that 
the concept stage should stay 
on (and perhaps looking at 
how to streamline 
documentation and what is 
required in submissions 
internally).   

 Could SSCAPP and PUE just 
approve the concept 
document?   

 Currently some groups see 
everything twice (e.g. PUE, 
SSCUB if there are changes 
from concept) 

 Concept --> Feasibility Study --
> University internal approval -
-> Stage 1 and possibly FPP?  

 How do we ensure due 
diligence? How do we ensure 

 This is addressed above, 
but a new Concept Stage 
has been included. 

 As indicated above, a 
combined Concept + 
Feasibility Request will 
save time but preserve 
detail. 

 SSCAPP is involved in the 
proposed concept stage, 
but PUE is categorized 
under the Provost’s 
consultations (rather 
than explicitly named in 
the policy). 

 PUE no longer needs to 
see both, and SSCUB is 
only listed at FPP. 

 Address above with the 
new Concept stage. 

 This is cogent. This is a 
responsibility of the 
body politic and its 
culture, though. We can 
only force this with a 
heavy handed policy 
that takes longer. Each 
committee needs to be 

 We need to expedite 
the process in some 
ways, but not over-
simplify it.   

 In the FPP – should 
include the program 
learning outcomes, 
course learning 
outcomes, and career 
outcomes.   

 Creating a structure of 
the office/unit that 
supports curriculum 
development (support 
for faculty)  

 The "Provost's 
checkbox" - details 
within it can be included 
in separate procedures. 

 Separate appendix of 
administrative 
requirements not 
related to Senate 
approval. 

 The proposed system 
provides increased 
consultation and 
coordination, and allows for 
potentially accelerated 
approval under the right 
conditions (primarily support 
from Government). 

 Flag for follow up in forms 
post-approval. My initial 
assessment is that the Stage 
1 + OPA form covers these 
datapoints. 

 The proposed policy doesn’t 
assume this, but would 
benefit from it. 

 Yes, the Provost should be 
able to form whatever 
support process is needed 
without returning for Senate 
to revise forms. 
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that what OPA does trigger an 
important decision 
making?  The work needs to 
be meaningful.   

 OPA has to be able to talk to 
faculty in the feasibility 
assessment, and be able to 
obtain information to produce 
what needs to be done to help 
inform decision making.   

 What is the role of PUE? This 
should be replaced by 
President/Provost.  

willing to say “no” or the 
incentive to do this 
won’t be sustained. 

 Yes, this has been left in 
the column of things 
faculty need to do. 

 The Provost is the 
centerpiece of the 
admin side of the policy. 
PUE advises in the 
background but is not a 
governing body. 

Admin requirements are all 
under Provost’s consult and 
support authority in the 
proposed version. 

October 
22, 2020 

SSC on 
Research and 
Graduate 
Studies  

 Is there a possibility of linking 
the committee into graduate 
studies approval in AC10? 

 SSC RGS is listed as one 
of the standing 
committees to consult 
for a grad program. 

  

November 
17, 2020 

Marlyn 
Graziano 

 Discussion about meaningful 
consultation and how they will 
take place.  

 We need to have a candid, 
authentic conversation before 
we do anything --> what 
problems are we trying to 
solve? Who are our 
audience?   

 KPU has to be market 
responsive when we look into 
program development. Market 
needs is crucial and we need 
to include this in our 
policy/process.   

 We need to give that decision 
making to someone (e.g. 
Provost) who can make the 
determination early on before 

This convening, consulting 
and coordinating role for the 
Provost’s office is central to 
the policy, and much space is 
left for these admin 
processes to be developed 
by admin. 

 If there are 
administrative places 
that need to be filled 
out and approved – 
marketing needs to be 
aware early on so they 
can include this in their 
project plan.   

 Accurate reporting to 
departments about the 
scarcity of their 
resources. 

 Flowchart – click-able 
diagram on a website? 

 Supplementary 
docs/examples that 
outlines the possible diff 
scenarios and choke 
points.  

 This should be considered by 
the Provo [or designate] in 
the stages prior to Senate 
approval being sought, under 
the new proposal. 

 This is part of the early 
warning for discontinuance 
the SoD brought up earlier – 
a good point, but one for 
action elsewhere. 

 With the reduction in policy 
complexity this is hopefully 
much less necessary, but a 
website can always follow 
the approval of the policy. 

 These are attached. 
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people become deeply 
invested into the 
development.   

 Provost's office is the 
"accountant" - ensures 
accountability and resource 
allocation  

 This should be about mapping 
out successes and sticking to 
the plan.  

 There is policy, and then there 
is project management. 
Scenario planning. 

 Program discontinuances – 
making sure we are all aware 
of the intent and purpose of 
"consultation".  

 

November 
19, 2020 

Deans 
Council 

 No surprises – this needs to be 
infused in the process. (early 
warning from senior execs)  

 Provost should be 
checking in the first 2 
steps. 

 It is an onerous process 
– need guidance in 
walking through each 
step/scenario. 

 Further support for the 
earlier argument that 
curriculum support 
resources are needed – but 
the proposed policy is also 
much simpler. 

November 
23, 2020 

Dr. Deepak 
Gupta 

 A set of general guidelines on 
the definition, degree level 
standard of a Master’s Degree 
from page 17 to 18 (or page 
21-22 of 60 in PDF) in the 
Ministry’s Degree Program 
Review Criteria and 
Guidelines. The same 
document has degree 
standards.     

 

 Applicable to the 
credential framework, 
rather than this policy. 

 Many of the 
competencies in the 
Ministry’s guidelines are 
related to research. 
How do we currently 
track our program 
proposals against these 
standards? These should 
also inform the 
redevelopment of AC10.   

 We also have standards 
from the feds specific to 
research – Responsible 
Conduct of Research  

 Applicable to credential 

framework. 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/post-secondary-education/institution-resources-administration/degree-authorization/degree-program-criteria.pdf
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/post-secondary-education/institution-resources-administration/degree-authorization/degree-program-criteria.pdf
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/post-secondary-education/institution-resources-administration/degree-authorization/degree-program-criteria.pdf
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(https://rcr.ethics.gc.ca/
eng/framework-
cadre.html). 

December 
16, 2020 

Faculty of 
Trades and 
Technology 
Faculty 
Council 

 Independence of a Faculty to 
be able to make decisions.   

 The current Policy is used to 
facilitate or help inform the 
decision making (e.g. lack of 
enrolment). Where are the 
checks and balances that 
contribute to the proposal for 
suspension/discontinuance?   

 Currently, the cancellation of 
the intake (no check and 
balance – act as an emergency 
power) can be used 
indefinitely. (Procedure: can 
we bring in the good will 
here?)  

 We need some checks and 
balances in place before a 
proposal gets to the next step 
(e.g. 
suspension/discontinuance)  

 With Covid – there needs to 
be a leniency when it comes to 
low enrolment. There needs to 
be a level of understanding 
given whatever context that 
we are in.  

 Cohort and open registration 
programs – there are 
implications and more 
profound effects than 
semester-based 
courses/programs.   

 The proposed policy 
reflects a shared 
decision-making 
emphasis, rather than 
independence either for 
faculty or executive 
administration. 

 The intake cancellation 
power is now more 
limited, but the 
responsibility to ensure 
rigor in the process 
belongs to the body 
politic and university 
culture. 

 Now limited, with 
clearer possible reasons 
listed. 

 The policy is clearer, and 
there are fewer 
ambiguities to exploit as 
a result of that, but the 
check on proposals will 
always be votes. 

 A concern for voters on 
the committees. 

 This is one of the 
reasons that the intake 
cancellation power 
needs to be clearly 
limited, but at the same 
time we need to 
emphasize this in the 
appendix on what is 
included in a proposal. I 
have done so as follows:  

 Looking at the effects of 
how this policy has been 
used in the past. Steps 
of process have been 
problematic.  
 

 Process is more clear, and 
the intake cancellation 
power is limited. 

https://rcr.ethics.gc.ca/eng/framework-cadre.html
https://rcr.ethics.gc.ca/eng/framework-cadre.html
https://rcr.ethics.gc.ca/eng/framework-cadre.html
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Steps to compensate for 

damage to medium term 

enrolment (particularly 

for limited intake and 

cohort programs) 

January 
12, 2021 

Dr. Deepak 
Gupta 

 Policies, procedures, 
guidelines, and processes are 
means to an end: to enable a 
high-quality academic 
experience for our students, 
and set them for success in 
their careers and their lives  

 AC10 aims to enable many 
goals (some are noted below) 
even as we continue to be an 
access institution:  

o Innovative and 
relevant 
programming: being 
agile, 
differentiated/original, 
career-relevant, and 
nimble, certainty of an 
attractive livelihood, a 
distinctive KPU 
experience (e.g. AC9 
on essential skills, WIL, 
other things relevant 
to a polytechnic 
university brand 
promise etc.)  

o Financial 
sustainability: attract 
applicants (we are not 
their only option, and 
they will gravitate to a 
quality and reputable 
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education option 
delivered in the 
fastest time, for the 
lowest cost), student 
retention, employers, 
enrolment and tuition 
revenues, 
considerations of all 
indirect and indirect 
costs of programming  

o Academic quality and 
excellence: through 
DQAB standards, 
portability and 
articulation standards 
(Washington accord, 
WCDGS agreement for 
grad studies), process 
and quality assurances 
(e.g. QAPA), 
accreditation 
requirements, 
research, innovation, 
scholarship, employer 
expectations (e.g. 
surveys of our 
graduates done by the 
province)  

 Gathering up an inventory of 
all elements that need to be 
addressed and the 
corresponding responsible 
departments (whether they 
exist or need to be built) could 
be useful.  

 A big-picture framework needs 
to be sketched out to show 
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how all of the above elements 
are captured before drafting 
happens are built out.  

 Consider the role of the 
Senate, its committees, and 
various departments across 
KPU in elevating academic 
quality and standards.  

 Consider how continuous 
improvement is built into 
program life cycle processes: 
e.g. through appropriate 
structures, annual and 
comprehensive (once in five-
years) program reviews and 
advice through PACs, and 
employers.  

 Consider how entrepreneurs 
de-risk new ventures in a 
competitive setting: e.g. lean 
canvas, business model canvas 
before we even get to detailed 
business plans.  

 Role of metrics:   
o e.g. one common 

measure of innovation 
adapted is “what 
percentage of your 
revenues are from 
programs created or 
substantially improved 
in the last five years?    

o Time taken to develop 
a new program – from 
idea to launch  

o Net promoter score: 
e.g. “how likely are 
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you to recommend 
your program to 
others?”   

 Force the power of habit by 
using processes and workflow 
effectively to foster excellence 
and track metrics.  

 Consider how we could have a 
program lifecycle dashboard: 
the province was interested in 
a dashboard from us.   
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Step(s) Action(s) Date(s) Submission 
Deadline 

1.  Solicit feedback from 
stakeholder group(s) 
on draft policy and 
procedure. 
Finalize draft policy 
and procedure. 

Review best practices, consult with stakeholder groups, draft 
Policy and Procedures 

 Senate Standing Committees, Faculty Councils, Faculty 
Curriculum Committees, Deans Council, Research and 
Graduate Studies, Office of the Provost, Office of 
Planning and Accountability, Office of External Affairs. 

 
 

 September 2020 – 
January 2021 (Round 
1) 

 March 1 – April 21, 
2021(Round 2) 

 
 
 

2.  Provost For approval to proceed to PUE. April 22 - May 6, 2021  

3.  PUE 
 

For approval to proceed to public posting. May 13, 2021 May 7, 2021 

4.  KPU Policy Blog (6-
week public posting) 

6-week public posting period on KPU Policy Blog.  May 14 – June 25, 2021  

 SSC Policy 

 SSCAPP 

 SSCC 

June 2, 2021 
June 4, 2021 
June 16, 2021 

May 21, 2021 
May 21, 2021 
June 2, 2021 

5.  Finalize draft policy 
and procedure. 

Respond to blog comment(s), if any. Finalize draft Policy and 
Procedure and incorporate feedback where appropriate. 

June – July 2021  

6.  Provost (Sponsor) For approval to proceed to PUE. August 2021  

7.  PUE  
 

For approval to proceed to final approval process. August 2021  

8.  Final Approval 
Process (Senate) 

 SSC Policy 

 SSCC 

 SSCAPP 

 Senate (for approval and recommendation to the 
Board for approval) 

September 8, 2021 
September 15, 2021 
September 24, 2021 
September 27, 2021 
 

August 30, 2021 
September 1, 2021 
September 10, 2021 
September 17, 2021 

9.  Final Approval 
Process (Board) 

 Board Governance Committee 

 Board of Governors (for approval) 

November 10, 2021 
December 1, 2021 

October 29, 2021 
November 19, 2021 
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Date Stakeholder Feedback (Governance/Policy) Feedback (Operational/Procedural) 

September 
22, 2020 

Dr. Lori 
McElroy 

 There needs to be clarity around which 
committee needs to approve what. E.g. 
Concept for SSCAPP, but not SSCC, but full 
PPP goes to SSCC, but not SSCAPP 

 

 Do not agree with removing the concept paper 
requirement for any proposals. The concept is 
required in order to assess the proposed program’s 
feasibility and fit with KPU. 

 Point 5 in the memo: Do note that the Ministry’s 
Stage 1 document could change at any time. We 
had designed the entire process and then Stage 1 
was introduced. What happens if they change 
Stage 1 (or omit it)? 

September 
22, 2020 

Zena Mitchell  Point 7 in the memo: regarding “cancellation 
of intake, suspension of program, and 
discontinuance of program”, these all need 
better definitions as well. People are 
constantly asking, “What exactly is the 
difference between the three?” 

o When a program is discontinued, the 
necessary steps to ensure it is “fully” 
discontinued are not carried. Case in 
point -- we have credentials 
languishing in the University calendar 
that have not been offered / awarded 
in years.  

 Add another priority statement that ensures 
operational considerations are taken into account 
and properly outlined. Effective dates matter. 
Particularly when it comes to being able to 
articulate the impact for students.  

 Add another priority statement that ensures the 
ripple effects of establishment / discontinuance are 
identified. For example,  

o when a new program is approved, I 
regularly hear “What’s next?” and people 
are uncertain how to go about marketing 
the program, recruiting for the first intake, 
opening applications for admission, pulling 
Marketing and other relevant services 
areas into the fold to assist with 
promotion. Perhaps the Procedures could 
provide relevant steps involved in 
‘launching a program’. Either that or the 
guide for program development and 
program change needs to be included as an 
appendix / annex to the procedures so they 
are deliberately linked (and reviewed / 
updated whenever the Policy/Procedures 
are up for review).  

Commented [db1]: After discussion with Dr. McElroy, we 
have settled on a concept stage that can, if Government 
agrees, proceed concurrently with FPP. 

Commented [db2]: Excellent point – Stage 1 is now 
explicitly listed as a side-process rather than as a linear step 
in our internal process. 

Commented [db3]: Not all three were previously defined 
(they are now), and all three are in the main body of a more 
concise procedure – which I expect will encourage 
understanding of the difference. 

Commented [db4]: Since the Senate has no 
administrative power (it merely decides things) I think we 
need to flag this for follow up by the Office of the Provost. 

Commented [db5]: For sure – I have added principle 3. 

Commented [db6]: I assume this document that these 
things will always change (admin is complex and fluid). The 
role of the Provost’s office in being a co-proponent is meant 
to address this by building admin. leadership early. This 
shouldn’t be up to Senate to decide (marketing, for 
instance). 
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September 
22, 2020 

Terri 
Chanyungco 

  Over the years, Space Admin has been asked to 
provide input to the curriculum consultation 
process for DESN, HUC, and ECON between August 
2016 to fall 2019. The amount of information 
provided has varied significantly. HUC submitted 
only a Program Revision form, but did provide a 
response to a request for addition information. 
ECON and DESN provided more information, some 
of which was the same, ie. Concept Papers, and 
some of which was different, ie. Feasibility 
Assessment (ECON), Overview (DESN) and AVED 
Stage 1 Review (DESN).   

 A problem with the information provided is that 
there is no specific section for incremental space 
requirements. As a consequence, Space Admin has 
to either infer space needs from the information 
provided (which isn’t always possible) or request 
more information from the proponent (which we 
probably shouldn’t do because it is a modification 
to the approved Curriculum Consultation process). 
A further consequence is that Space Admin has had 
to modify the Curriculum Consultation form to 
create a new category, Additional Information 
Required.   

 It would be very helpful if there was a section in the 
Curriculum Consultation documents that 
specifically asks the proponent for the space 
requirements of the new major/minor/program 
and whether they can be accommodated within a 
Faculty’s existing space. If not, what sort of 
renovations to current space will be required, or 
how much incremental space, with what physical 
attributes will be required.   

Commented [db7]: The proposed policy has the Provost 
[or designate] taking over a bit more of this kind of 
coordination so that the administration can own and 
coordinate this without having to return to Senate to 
update forms. Put simply, the administration should be 
empowered to simply create protocol for this as an 
interaction between the Provo and the Space Admin team. 
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September 
30, 2020 

SSC Policy  Differentiate and distinguish the operational 
aspect and governance aspect in the Policy 
(see Zena’s comment above from Sept 22, 
2020). 

 There is a desire to separate AC10 into two 
separate policies: 1) establishment/revision, 
2) suspension/discontinuance.  

 What are other PSIs doing in terms of 
expediting the new program development 
process? (i.e. drawing best practices, 
technology). 

 

October 1, 
2020 

FSH 
Curriculum 
Committee 

 Separating into two policies is a good idea 
(one for establishment/revision, and another 
for suspension/discontinuance)  

 Clarify the role of PUE – PUE should not be 
approving curriculum. Rather, this should 
reside with the Provost.  

 Current step 5 of the AC10 flowchart: SSCC 
does not see the curriculum component of 
the FPP until very late in the process (well 
beyond concept stage, Faculty 
Council/CurrCom). Sometimes SSCC catches 
critical curricular issues too late. Could SSCC 
be looking at the concept as well? 

 Some D-forms seem repetitive – can they be 
streamlined and further clarified? 

 Flowchart is overwhelming – can some of the 
administrative steps be streamlined? What about a 
higher-level flowchart and then have the 
operational steps be outlined separately? 

 Is there a way to identify who owns each step of 
the process? Who to contact and who will be 
responsible to completing each step?  
 

October 2, 
2020 

SSC on 
University 
Budget 

 What does the “early warning mechanism” 
look like? 

 

October 5, 
2020 

School of 
Business 
Curriculum 
Committee 

 What happens to when there is a sudden 
decision making change in a key point during 
the process? How can we best anticipate this 
early on in the process so we are not 
“surprised” by the time we hit the critical 
points of the process?  

 Current process is too lengthy. Can some of our 
internal process be streamlined? 

 Opportunity to consult with advisors somewhere in 
the process? 

 How much of this process is linear? From a project 
planning view, we should be able to do certain 

Commented [db8]: This is one of the motivating 
comments in the rewrite. I took this point very seriously. 
The academic content process (Senate) and the academic 
support process (Provo/Admin) are now more clearly 
separated. 

Commented [db9]: Taking the “include this in the 
proposal” section cut so much out of the document that I 
was able to keep both components in the policy whilst 
making it shorter and clearer. 

Commented [db10]: One of the key savings I saw was 
reducing the linearity of our process. We had, for instance, 
committee A coming before committee B when there was 
no reason the two couldn’t occur at the same time. 

Commented [db11]: The policy, substantially reduced 
and made concise, shouldn’t require division anymore. 

Commented [db12]: The new policy asks the Provost to 
consult executive/admin bodies as needed, not PUE as a ...

Commented [db13]: This is a tough one – we can’t do 
this whilst also making it all shorter. It may help to note that ...

Commented [db14]: This isn’t in the policy itself, but I 
have conducted and attached an analysis of the backend 
form structure. The new Concept Template is going to ...

Commented [db15]: The flowchart is gone. 

Commented [db16]: The Proponent and Provost are 
given specific roles. 

Commented [db17]: The Provost is included, and asked 
to consult, at the first step.  

Commented [db18]: The faculty and administration are 
partners from step 1 in this process (rather than having ...

Commented [db20]: Some of the forms are being 
combined, linear approvals at committee are now ...

Commented [db21]: This could be added to the service 
consult the Provost is free to structure under the proposed ...
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 Why are we having to do the exact process 
twice? (concept and FPP)? Are we over-
consulting here?  

things concurrently. There are lots of steps that can 
be streamlined via concurrent approval processes.   

 Can we compress any forms because they seem to 
be duplicated in many ways? 

October 5, 
2020 

School of 
Design Faculty 
Council 

 When programs are being put through the 
cancellation process, often times faculty feel 
like they don’t get “warned” early enough 
and by the time they see it, there is a chance 
it is too late. The early warning mechanism 
can also be a pipeline of communication for 
faculty (rather than just purely an 
administrative mechanism). What details of 
this “early warning mechanism” are available 
to faculty? How do we have less people 
feeling “surprised” by the time it hits our 
governance process?   

 What about an “early warning mechanism” 
for cancellation of intakes, program 
suspension and discontinuance?   

 Is there a mechanism (similar to the early 
warning mechanism) where faculty can be 
part of the exploration of a solution, before a 
program is being proposed for the 
cancellation of intakes, program suspension, 
or discontinuance? Is there an opportunity 
for faculty to be engaged in that early 
warning process?   

 Our process actually discourages faculty from 
wanting to make program revisions because 
“it takes too long to take them through”. This 
is problematic as we need to ensure the 
quality of our programs by making necessary 
program revisions.   

 Appendix A – The process can be streamlined by 
shortening the steps or making the steps 
concurrent.   

 What constitutes a substantive change? That needs 
to be further clarified.   
 

Commented [db19]: The reason this happens is that 
Government require it. If Government (through the Provo) 
doesn’t require it, these two can now be done concurrently. 

Commented [db22]: It was entirely linear. The boxes 
have been collapsed and made mostly concurrent until the 
voting starts. Even then, SSCC and APP aren’t one after the 
other anymore. All standing committees deliberate at the 
same time. 

Commented [db23]: The forms aren’t part of the policy, 
strictly speaking, but I have reviewed that backend structure 
of our form system and am working on combining forms. 
The concept and feasibility report request are a good 
example of this. 

Commented [db24]: Because this is a governance policy 
it won’t change how the process works prior to governance 
being involved. That having been said, the intake 
cancellation mechanism is now limited so that the 
conversation about structural change is forced after 
cancellation has been used for 1 academic year. 
That having been said, the solution to this lies in how well 
the faculty and administration share information on an 
ongoing basis as part of our daily work. Further action in 
some other context?  

Commented [db25]: I have done so. 

Commented [db26]: Because the Government doesn’t 
tell us what this means all we can do in the context of this 
policy is ask that the Provo check early in the process with 
Government.  
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October 9, 
2020 

Josephine 
Chan 

 What about an institutional dashboard (as 
suggested by Ministry in the past, so they can 
get a sense of new programs being developed 
at each PSIs).  

 Often, we hear from curriculum developers 
much later on asking if the proposed changes 
will trigger Ministry's review (after months of 
work that have already been done). Should 
the question be raised much earlier 
on?  Would it help curriculum developers if 
they know what the parameters are early on 
so they don't make unnecessarily drastic 
curriculum revisions that may trigger 
Ministry's involvement? Do we have a set of 
"institutional agreed upon" set of criteria, 
aligning with Ministry's guidelines, that help 
determine what are minor/substantive 
curricular changes?  

 How can we make our governance process 
not so "linear"?  

 Clarify the process between course and 
program (e.g. when to discontinue courses if 
a program is being proposed for 
discontinuance? And when should courses be 
approved if a new program is being 
proposed?)  

 AC13 Minimum faculty qualifications – new 
proposals (including new minors and 
significant revisions of a program) should 
include minimum faculty qualifications. 
Indicate how the Faculty resources will meet 
those needs and what hiring is required to 
ensure that personnel needs are met. Once a 
program is approved for implementation, the 

 Can we define more concrete criteria as to what 
are "substantive changes"?  

 Currently in the flowchart, it doesn't clearly outline 
the process for changing credential name for non-
degrees (this is silent).  

 Should we map out the process for proposing a 
tuition level change (with program changes)? 
Proponents need to determine who to go to for this 
question (Finance).  

 Early consult on program changes – if they may 
include substantive changes, should the proponent 
have a discussion together with the Provost, OREG 
and governance as a first step? This is to avoid 
having the proponent "run around" for feedback 
and not having everyone on the "same 
page".  Alternatively, if they are not meant to be 
substantive changes (altering program objectives, 
etc.), that should be communicated early on before 
work is being done to make the program revisions.  
 

Commented [db27]: Under the new procedure the 
Provost’s office will be involved in each and every new 
program so that they will know, for a fact, which programs 
are at what stage of development. This could be posted 
widely easily if we looped the Provo in as proposed. 

Commented [db28]: Yes, the proposed process would 
give the Provost’s office enough information early on to 
conduct Ministry consultations far earlier in the process. 

Commented [db29]: The committees and consultations 
are far more concurrent in the proposed policy, and the 
Concept/FPP stages can be concurrent if Government 
permits.  

Commented [db30]: I have added a principle to require 
this. 

Commented [db32]: Because the Government doesn’t 
tell us what this means all we can do in the context of this 
policy is ask that the Provo check early in the process with 
Government. 
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qualifications can be sent to FC and Senate 
for approval as per AC13.  

October 14, 
2020 

SSC on 
Curriculum 

 Why are program suspension proposals going 
to Senate only as an FYI, but program 
discontinuance goes to Senate for 
recommendation to the Board for approval? 

 Clarify roles of SSCs as they pertain to the 
AC10 workflow  

 To establish guidelines for program approvals 
(committee mandate)  

 Curriculum process – TLC support and expertise  

October 19, 
2020 

School of 
Business 
Faculty 
Council 

 Conveyed general support for the points 
offered in the memo. 

 GV9 should also be reviewed and clarified. 

 What is the role/responsibility of PUE in the 
AC10 process?  

 There is a need for better coordination in the AC10 
process. 

October 21, 
2020 

Dr. Sandy 
Vanderburgh, 
Dr. Lori 
McElroy, Dr. 
David 
Florkowski 

 There are concerns about the removal of the 
concept document (as it also relates to Stage 
1 of the process).   

 Agreed with the feasibility assessment at the 
concept stage, and emphasized that the 
concept stage should stay on (and perhaps 
looking at how to streamline documentation 
and what is required in submissions 
internally).   

 Could SSCAPP and PUE just approve the 
concept document?   

 Currently some groups see everything twice 
(e.g. PUE, SSCUB if there are changes from 
concept) 

 Concept --> Feasibility Study --> University 
internal approval --> Stage 1 and possibly 
FPP?  

 We need to expedite the process in some ways, but 
not over-simplify it.   

 In the FPP – should include the program learning 
outcomes, course learning outcomes, and career 
outcomes.   

 Creating a structure of the office/unit that supports 
curriculum development (support for faculty)  

 The "Provost's checkbox" - details within it can be 
included in separate procedures. 

 Separate appendix of administrative requirements 
not related to Senate approval. 

Admin requirements are all under Provost’s consult and 
support authority in the proposed version. 

Commented [db31]: This should be flagged for addition 
to the FPP form. 

Commented [db33]: Excellent point – both now go to 
Senate for the same process. 

Commented [db34]: I have indicated that the SSCs 
provide advice to Senate (none approves, none is more 
responsible than the other). 

Commented [db35]: After AC10 passage this guide will 
be revised and will come to SSCC. 

Commented [db36]:  

Commented [db37]: Non-actionable 

Commented [db38]: Yes, out of scope for this context. 

Commented [db39]: It should have a role in advising the 
President and executive, not voting on approval. This is 
reflected in the proposed language. 

Commented [db40]: Coordination begins immediately in 
the proposed policy. 

Commented [db41]: This is addressed above, but a new 
Concept Stage has been included. 

Commented [db42]: As indicated above, a combined ...

Commented [db43]: SSCAPP is involved in the proposed ...

Commented [db44]: PUE no longer needs to see both, ...

Commented [db45]: Address above with the new ...

Commented [db49]: The proposed system provides 
increased consultation and coordination, and allows for 
potentially accelerated approval under the right conditions 
(primarily support from Government). 

Commented [db50]: Flag for follow up in forms post-
approval. My initial assessment is that the Stage 1 + OPA ...

Commented [db51]:  The proposed policy doesn’t ...

Commented [db52]: Yes, the Provost should be able to ...
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 How do we ensure due diligence? How do we 
ensure that what OPA does trigger an 
important decision making?  The work needs 
to be meaningful.   

 OPA has to be able to talk to faculty in the 
feasibility assessment, and be able to obtain 
information to produce what needs to be 
done to help inform decision making.   

 What is the role of PUE? This should be 
replaced by President/Provost.  

October 22, 
2020 

SSC on 
Research and 
Graduate 
Studies  

 Is there a possibility of linking the committee 
into graduate studies approval in AC10? 

 

November 
17, 2020 

Marlyn 
Graziano 

 Discussion about meaningful consultation 
and how they will take place.  

 We need to have a candid, authentic 
conversation before we do anything --> what 
problems are we trying to solve? Who are our 
audience?   

 KPU has to be market responsive when we 
look into program development. Market 
needs is crucial and we need to include this in 
our policy/process.   

 We need to give that decision making to 
someone (e.g. Provost) who can make the 
determination early on before people 
become deeply invested into the 
development.   

 Provost's office is the "accountant" - ensures 
accountability and resource allocation  

 This should be about mapping out successes 
and sticking to the plan.  

 If there are administrative places that need to be 
filled out and approved – marketing needs to be 
aware early on so they can include this in their 
project plan.   

 Accurate reporting to departments about the 
scarcity of their resources. 

 Flowchart – click-able diagram on a website? 

 Supplementary docs/examples that outlines the 
possible diff scenarios and choke points.  
 

Commented [db46]: This is cogent. This is a responsibility 
of the body politic and its culture, though. We can only 
force this with a heavy handed policy that takes longer. Each 
committee needs to be willing to say “no” or the incentive 
to do this won’t be sustained. 

Commented [db47]: Yes, this has been left in the column 
of things faculty need to do. 

Commented [db48]: The Provost is the centerpiece of 
the admin side of the policy. PUE advises in the background 
but is not a governing body. 

Commented [db53]: SSC RGS is listed as one of the 
standing committees to consult for a grad program. 

Commented [db54]:  

Commented [db56]: This should be considered by the 
Provo [or designate] in the stages prior to Senate approval 
being sought, under the new proposal. 

Commented [db57]: This is part of the early warning for 
discontinuance the SoD brought up earlier – a good point, 
but one for action elsewhere. 

Commented [db58]: With the reduction in policy 
complexity this is hopefully much less necessary, but a 
website can always follow the approval of the policy. 

Commented [db59]: These are attached. 
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 There is policy, and then there is project 
management. Scenario planning. 

 Program discontinuances – making sure we 
are all aware of the intent and purpose of 
"consultation".  

November 
19, 2020 

Deans Council  No surprises – this needs to be infused in the 
process. (early warning from senior execs)  

 It is an onerous process – need guidance in walking 
through each step/scenario. 

November 
23, 2020 

Dr. Deepak 
Gupta 

 A set of general guidelines on the definition, 
degree level standard of a Master’s Degree 
from page 17 to 18 (or page 21-22 of 60 in 
PDF) in the Ministry’s Degree Program 
Review Criteria and Guidelines. The same 
document has degree standards.     

 

 Many of the competencies in the Ministry’s 
guidelines are related to research. How do we 
currently track our program proposals against these 
standards? These should also inform the 
redevelopment of AC10.   

 We also have standards from the feds specific to 
research – Responsible Conduct of Research  
(https://rcr.ethics.gc.ca/eng/framework-
cadre.html). 

December 
16, 2020 

Faculty of 
Trades and 
Technology 
Faculty 
Council 

 Independence of a Faculty to be able to make 
decisions.   

 The current Policy is used to facilitate or help 
inform the decision making (e.g. lack of 
enrolment). Where are the checks and 
balances that contribute to the proposal for 
suspension/discontinuance?   

 Currently, the cancellation of the intake (no 
check and balance – act as an emergency 
power) can be used indefinitely. (Procedure: 
can we bring in the good will here?)  

 We need some checks and balances in place 
before a proposal gets to the next step (e.g. 
suspension/discontinuance)  

 With Covid – there needs to be a leniency 
when it comes to low enrolment. There 

 Looking at the effects of how this policy has been 
used in the past. Steps of process have been 
problematic.  
 

Commented [db55]: This convening, consulting and 
coordinating role for the Provost’s office is central to the 
policy, and much space is left for these admin processes to 
be developed by admin. 

Commented [db60]: Provost should be checking in the 
first 2 steps. 

Commented [db61]: Further support for the earlier 
argument that curriculum support resources are needed – 
but the proposed policy is also much simpler. 

Commented [db62]: Applicable to the credential 
framework, rather than this policy. 

Commented [db63]: Applicable to credential framework. 

Commented [db64]: The proposed policy reflects a 
shared decision-making emphasis, rather than 
independence either for faculty or executive administration. 

Commented [db65]: The intake cancellation power is 
now more limited, but the responsibility to ensure rigor in 
the process belongs to the body politic and university 
culture. 

Commented [db66]: Now limited, with clearer possible 
reasons listed. 

Commented [db67]: The policy is clearer, and there are 
fewer ambiguities to exploit as a result of that, but the 
check on proposals will always be votes. 

Commented [db70]: Process is more clear, and the intake 
cancellation power is limited. 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/post-secondary-education/institution-resources-administration/degree-authorization/degree-program-criteria.pdf
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/post-secondary-education/institution-resources-administration/degree-authorization/degree-program-criteria.pdf
https://rcr.ethics.gc.ca/eng/framework-cadre.html
https://rcr.ethics.gc.ca/eng/framework-cadre.html
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needs to be a level of understanding given 
whatever context that we are in.  

 Cohort and open registration programs – 
there are implications and more profound 
effects than semester-based 
courses/programs.   

January 12, 
2021 

Dr. Deepak 
Gupta 

 Policies, procedures, guidelines, and 
processes are means to an end: to enable a 
high-quality academic experience for our 
students, and set them for success in their 
careers and their lives  

 AC10 aims to enable many goals (some are 
noted below) even as we continue to be an 
access institution:  

o Innovative and relevant 
programming: being agile, 
differentiated/original, career-
relevant, and nimble, certainty of an 
attractive livelihood, a distinctive KPU 
experience (e.g. AC9 on essential 
skills, WIL, other things relevant to a 
polytechnic university brand promise 
etc.)  

o Financial sustainability: attract 
applicants (we are not their only 
option, and they will gravitate to a 
quality and reputable education 
option delivered in the fastest time, 
for the lowest cost), student 
retention, employers, enrolment and 
tuition revenues, considerations of all 
indirect and indirect costs of 
programming  

  

Commented [db68]: A concern for voters on the 
committees. 

Commented [db69]: This is one of the reasons that the 
intake cancellation power needs to be clearly limited, but at 
the same time we need to emphasize this in the appendix 
on what is included in a proposal. I have done so as follows:  
Steps to compensate for damage to medium term 
enrolment (particularly for limited intake and cohort 
programs) 
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o Academic quality and excellence: 
through DQAB standards, portability 
and articulation standards 
(Washington accord, WCDGS 
agreement for grad studies), process 
and quality assurances (e.g. QAPA), 
accreditation requirements, research, 
innovation, scholarship, employer 
expectations (e.g. surveys of our 
graduates done by the province)  

 Gathering up an inventory of all elements 
that need to be addressed and the 
corresponding responsible departments 
(whether they exist or need to be built) could 
be useful.  

 A big-picture framework needs to be 
sketched out to show how all of the above 
elements are captured before drafting 
happens are built out.  

 Consider the role of the Senate, its 
committees, and various departments across 
KPU in elevating academic quality and 
standards.  

 Consider how continuous improvement is 
built into program life cycle processes: e.g. 
through appropriate structures, annual and 
comprehensive (once in five-years) program 
reviews and advice through PACs, and 
employers.  

 Consider how entrepreneurs de-risk new 
ventures in a competitive setting: e.g. lean 
canvas, business model canvas before we 
even get to detailed business plans.  

 Role of metrics:   
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o e.g. one common measure of 
innovation adapted is “what 
percentage of your revenues are 
from programs created or 
substantially improved in the last five 
years?    

o Time taken to develop a new 
program – from idea to launch  

o Net promoter score: e.g. “how likely 
are you to recommend your program 
to others?”   

 Force the power of habit by using processes 
and workflow effectively to foster excellence 
and track metrics.  

 Consider how we could have a program 
lifecycle dashboard: the province was 
interested in a dashboard from us.   
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Agenda Item Animal Care Policy Update 

  

Action Requested Information 

  
Senate Standing 
Committee Report 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

Context & 
Background 

Dr. Layne Mayhre, representing the Animal Care Committee, contacted the 
Chair, SSCC, to discuss when to formally propose changes to the course 
outline approval process in support of needed changes to the way in which 
KPU addresses the use of animals in instructional contexts. Due to the 
relative speed of course outlines changes (as compared to policy changes) it 
was concluded that the policy should move ahead of changes to the forms 
SSC Curriculum uses to conduct the curricular approval process.  

  

Key Messages 

1. Changes will need to be discussed to the course outline cover sheet to 
add a field for animal care review. 

2. These changes can’t confidently be made until both the KPU policy 
approval process is complete and external regulatory approval is also 
conducted. 

3. The Animal Care Committee will, after these approvals are obtained, 
return to SSC Curriculum in approximately 1 year (spring 2022) to 
request approval for the needed changes to the course outline 
template. 

4. By this time it is possible CourseLeaf will be implemented, or in 
progress. 

  
Consultations Layne Myhre, Animal Care Committee 

  

Submitted by David Burns, Chair, SSC Curriculum 

Date submitted February 23, 2021 
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